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Dispatches
SpaceX Lands On Its Feet & Receives 2016 Space Pioneer Award
SpaceX is the winner
of the National Space
Society's (NSS) 2016
Space Pioneer Award for
Science and Engineering.
This award recognizes the
company's
recent major
achievement,
the historic first landing of the
Falcon 9 rocket on December
21, 2015, which was a major step
toward fulfilling one of the major
"holy grail" quests of the space
community—reusability.
This flight marked the first
successful vertical landing by a
large first-stage rocket, which
reached space and whose second
stage carried a payload into orbit.

by the greatly respected Michael Hall's Studio
Foundry of Driftwood, Texas.
NSS has several different categories under
which the award is presented each year,
starting in 1988.

Some of the recent winners of Space Pioneer
Awards include Elon Musk, Ray Bradbury,
Robert Bigelow, citizen astronaut Anousheh
Ansari, Dr. Kip Thorne, and the European
Space Agency (ESA) Rosetta mission team.
nss.org/

iDirect GOVERNMENT

packing
power

9 -SERIES REMOTES

Creating reusable rockets is a
fundamental requirement for
spaceflight to be inexpensive
enough for general and largescale use.

The Space Pioneer Award consists
of a silvery pewter Moon globe
cast by the Baker Art Foundry
in Placerville, California, from a
sculpture originally created by
Don Davis, the well-known space
and astronomical artist.
The globe represents multiple
space mission destinations and
goals and sits freely on a brass
support with a wooden base and
brass plaque, which are created

Photo: U.S. Department of Defense

Josh Brost, Director of
Government Business
Development at SpaceX, accepted
the award in the name of SpaceX
on May 20 at the National Space
Society's 2016 International Space
Development Conference® ( isdc.
nss.org/2016/ ).

900

950mp

Higher transmission speeds

30% SWaP reduction

Dual demodulators
8-port Gigabit switch

Multi-core processor
Dual Gigabit ports

9350
Full featured rack-mounted 900
First iDirect Government remote
with LCD display
Zeroize button

www.idirectgov.com
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Dispatches
Advantech's New Pulse Ampifier

USAF's SMC Awards GPS III Contracts

Advantech Wireless has released their
second generation Gallium Nitride (GaN)
based 10kW S-band pulse amplifiers,
designed for military grade radar systems.
The new 10kW S-band Solid State Pulse
Amplifiers from Advantech Wireless are fully
modular and operate over the band of 2.9 to
3.1 GHz.
These advanced systems have built-in
redundancy for high reliability and include
features such as duty cycle monitor and pulse
width monitor to ensure trouble-free operation.
The 10kW S-Band Solid State Pulse Amplifier
is designed to replace aging Traveling Wave
Tubes (TWTs) and Klystrons with advanced
solid state technology.
Artistic rendition of a GPS III satellite.
The USAF Space and Missile Systems
Center has awarded three Global
Positioning System (GPS) III Space Vehicles
(SVs) 11+ Phase 1 Production Readiness
Feasibility Assessment contracts.
The three contracts are firm, fixed-price
contracts not to exceed $6 million, with
a base contract of $5 million, plus two
$500,000 options.
The periods of performance are 26 months
for the basic contract, and six months each for
the two options, for a total possible period of
performance of 38 months.
SMC’s GPS Directorate will award one GPS
III Phase 1 Production Readiness Feasibility
Assessment contract to each of the
following offerors:
1) Boeing Network and Space Systems
2) Lockheed Martin Space Systems Company
3) Northrop Grumman Aerospace Systems
“Industry told us they were ready to compete
for the GPS III space vehicles. We look
forward to working with Boeing, Lockheed
Martin, and Northrop Grumman to assess
the feasibility of a follow-on, competitive
production contract,” said Lt. Gen. Samuel
Greaves, Space and Missile Systems Center
4

commander and Air Force program executive
officer for space.
The scope of these contracts include insight
into each of the contractor’s readiness efforts
in preparation for the Phase 2 competition
for production SVs and includes access to
design artifacts as well as a demonstration of
navigation payload capability.
GPS III SV11+ will use the current GPS III
SV01-08 requirements baseline with the
addition of a redesigned Nuclear Detonation
Detection System Government Furnished
Equipment hosted payload, a Search and
Rescue/GPS GFE hosted payload, a Laser
Retro-reflector Array GFE hosted payload,
Unified S-Band compliance capability, and a
regional military protection capability.
No changes are allowed to the GPS Next
Generation Operational Control System or
Military GPS User Equipment interfaces.
Operated by US Air Force Space Command,
the GPS constellation provides precise
positioning, navigation and timing services
worldwide seven days a week, 24-hours a day.
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These new systems are designed to be used
in long range military radar systems. The most
vital feature is its modular design with built-in
redundancy, which allows the plug-in power
supplies and RF modules to be hot-swapped
without any interruption of service or material
reduction in output power.
Advantech Wireless second generation GaN
technology reduces power consumption and
operating costs due to the unit's very high
reliability. Because of the system’s linearity,
the amplifier also produces a cleaner pulse,
resulting in better range and resolution of the
radar system.
According to Cristi Damian, the technology
incorporated into the new amplifiers is
far better suited to mobile tactical radar
applications, due to a solid state design rather
then tubes and Klystron technology. These
amplifiers offer high spectral purity, linearity
and low phase noise, with the radar pulse
processing allowing for high pulse fidelity and
sharpness, which translates into longer ranges
and increased detection capabilities.
advantechwireless.com

Rugged. Ready. Reliable.

avltech.com

Visit AvL at
CommunicAsia
Booth 1N1-01

Broadest range of standard products in the industry.
Custom design antennas for special requirements.
WGS ready.
HTS operator approved.
Superior performance = lower TCO.
Industry leader - 24,000+ transportable antennas in active use.
Simple to operate - Green Button Go; Red Button Stow.
Backed by the best customer support in the industry.

Dispatches
Clyde Space Catapulting Their Way Into Additional Success

Clyde Space has revealed the firm is to
provide the satellites for a new pilot
program that will offer quick, regular and
more affordable access to space.

Scotland’s first satellite, was designed and built
by Clyde Space in Glasgow.
The satellite was launched from Baikonur
Cosmodrome, Kazakhstan, in July 2014 and
has has completed its primary mission for the
UK Space Agency and now continues with the
next phase of operations.

The Glasgow, Scotland, based company
announced they have been commissioned
by the Satellite Applications Catapult and
Innovate UK to build four CubeSats for the
£1.5million project.
The satellites will eventually be launched
from the International Space Station (ISS) in
an ‘in-orbit demonstration’ (IOD) of technical
and business propositions that have a high
projected return on investment.
Clyde Space, which designed,
manufactured and launched Scotland’s
first satellite, UKube-1, recently acquired
additional floor space at its headquarters at
Skypark in Glasgow to meet demand for its
pioneering products.
The company is currently building around six
flight-ready CubeSats a month for customers
who are primarily located in Europe and the
United States, where the company recently
formed a subsidiary, Clyde Space Inc., to take
advantage of the rapidly growing US market.

Clyde Space is backed by private equity
specialists Coralinn and Nevis Capital, the
investment vehicles of leading Scottish
entrepreneurs Hugh Stewart and John and
James Pirrie.
The satellites being built for Catapult will be
used to offer flight-proven CubeSat platforms
and regular launch opportunities from the ISS.
In just over a year, the Clyde Space team has
more than doubled in personnel size to 80 and
that is expected to increase to 100 this year.
The recruitment will bolster spacecraft
development, manufacturing, business
development and back-office functions.

According to Craig Clark, the CEO of
Clyde Space, this program is an exciting
opportunity for the UK Space Sector, one
which his company is delighted to support,
enabling the demo of new and advanced
space applications.
clyde.space/
sa.catapult.org.uk/

Clyde Space produces small satellite,
nanosatellite and CubeSat systems—fully
functional satellites that ‘piggy-back’ on other
launches to minimize costs and boost the
commercial viability of space research UKube-1,

DSP Modules For UAS SAR

applications has proved essential to the
success of our long-standing relationship with
this defense contractor," said Didier Thibaud,
Mercury’s Executive Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer.

Mercury Systems, Inc. has received a $4.2
million follow-on order from a leading
defense prime contractor for highperformance digital signal processing
modules for an unmanned airborne
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) application.

6

The order was booked in the Company’s fiscal
2016 fourth quarter and is expected to be
shipped by its fiscal 2017 second quarter.

"Mercury's advanced, highly reliable signal
processing systems continue to be a critical
element in SAR programs that deliver high
resolution actionable data."
mrcy.com

“Our commitment to delivering commerciallydeveloped, modular open architecture
building blocks that provide superior value
and performance across generations of
MilsatMagazine — May 2016

Dispatches
Advanced UAS Image Processing

Icaros Inc. has announced that Harris Geospatial Solutions, a
division of Harris Corporation, will offer the Icaros OneButton™
family of image processing software as a front-end complement
to its ENVI® geospatial analytics solution for users extracting
information from manned and unmanned aerial sensor data.
“Together, OneButton and ENVI create a complete image processing
and analytics workflow for aerial image data,” said Tom Bosanko,
Icaros CEO. “Both packages are highly customizable to meet the
needs of specific vertical market applications.”
Icaros developed the OneButton family for geospatial end-users to
easily and automatically generate precise, fully orthorectified 2D maps
and 3D models from frame-based aerial imaging systems. Originally
engineered for manned aircraft sensors, the OneButton software has
been modified to accommodate the unique collection conditions of
unmanned aerial systems (UAS).
OneButton automatically processes raw raster imagery with onboard
GPS/IMU data to stitch the individual scenes together into a seamless,
color-balanced orthomosaic meeting photogrammetric standards
Outputs include digital elevation models (DEMs), true color 3D point
clouds, multispectral mosaics and controlled oblique imagery—all ready
for ingest directly into the ENVI software environment.

•Fully-Redundant
for highest MTBF
•Fully-Modular
for lowest MTTR
•GaN-based
for maximum efficiency
•Field Upgradeable
•EAR-99

The OneButton family includes a Standard and Professional version
The Standard package asks the end-user to specify the application
and terrain type for the project at hand. The software then intuitively
sets parameters of the photogrammetric engine to perform the
mosaicking to the level of precision required. For example, the
processing algorithms would handle flat agricultural fields different
from a rolling urban landscape.
“The Professional version is more customizable, allowing end-users to
adjust the processing parameters themselves based on the precision
they need, and then edit the resulting mosaic to remove anomalies,
like an airplane moving down a runway,” said Bosanko.

Passive Power Combining (no active switching)
Quick Connect AC Power Bus for easy field upgrade & maintenance
Hot-Swappable Components

OneButton is platform and sensor agnostic, and processes raster
image data from small-, medium-, and large-format frame sensors
capable of capturing visible RBG, multispectral, near-infrared, and
thermal infrared data.
harris.com

Teledyne Paradise Datacom LLC

328 Innovation Blvd. State College, PA 16803, USA
T: +1 814.238.3450 F: +1 814.238.3829
www.paradisedata.com e: sales@paradisedata.com

icaros.us
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Dispatches
Skynet Support In Australia With New Ground Station

Artistic rendition of the Skynet 5A
satellite. Image is courtesy of
Airbus Defence & Space.
The new Australian ground station is
managed by Airbus Defence and Space in
partnership with Speedcast, which has a
long heritage in ground station and teleport
operations and already manages more than
30 ground stations around the world.
Speedcast, as a local Australian provider for
more than 25 years, has worked with the
Australian military developing a wide range of
complex communication solutions.

Photo is courtesy of Airbus Defence & Space.
A brand new, purpose built satellite
ground station has been established in
Adelaide, Australia, to support Airbus
Defence and Space’s Skynet secure military
satellite communications.
The Australian facility extends an existing
chain of teleports in France, Germany,
Norway, the UK and the USA, providing
global coverage for fixed and mobile
satellite services.

This worldwide teleport network provides
global coverage for connectivity services
by providing the link between the satellite
constellation and terrestrial networks for
reliable end-to-end connectivity at the highest
service levels.
Skynet supports military SATCOM operations
across the globe, especially in remote areas
with little or no communication infrastructure
and in mid-ocean, distanced from land and
shipping lanes—making it ideal for naval and
airborne platforms, as well as land operations.

Airbus Defence and Space’s teleports are
fully redundant and operate 24/7. They have
more than 25 antennas, ranging from 2.4 to
14 meters in size and are all locked onto the
Skynet constellation of high powered X-band
and UHF satellites, as well as commercial Kuband assets.
Airbus Defence and Space completed the
move of the Skynet 5A military communications
satellite to 95 degrees East over the Asia
Pacific region in September 2015.
The relocation was initiated to extend the
Skynet constellation’s coverage and services
from 178 West to 163 East, including the
Indian Ocean and Western Pacific region.
The Skynet network now offers global military
coverage, expanding core service reach for
the UK military and augmenting coalition
capabilities in the region.
airbusdefenceandspace.com

8
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Dispatches
Readiness Enhanced With US Army's Network Integration Evaluation Exercise

Soldiers received a hands-on look at the
latest enhancements to Army tactical
communications equipment during the twoweek long Network Integration Evaluation
(NIE) 16.2, which kicked off in early May.
With 2,000 Soldiers from the 2nd Brigade
Combat Team, 1st Armored Division
performing combined arms maneuver
missions spread out over more than 1,000
miles at Fort Bliss, Texas, the exercise will
build on previous NIEs as it evaluates and
improves the tactical network.
Using Soldier feedback, the NIEs are
designed to help the Army keep pace
with rapid advances in communications
technologies and deliver integrated network
and mission command capabilities, a top
Army modernization priority for readiness.
"NIE is really a team-of-teams effort between
1st Armored Division, Operational Test
Command and the acquisition community,"
said Brig. Gen. Terrence McKenrick, the
commanding general of the Brigade
Modernization Command (BMC), which helps
execute the NIEs on behalf of the Training
and Doctrine Command.
Since it was established in 2011, the NIE
construct has continuously enhanced the
Army's expeditionary mission command
network baseline for fielding to brigade
combat teams by incorporating Soldier
feedback into system design, performance,
functionality and training. NIE 16.2, the 11th
such event, will support two Army program of
record tests, as well as informal evaluations
of several emerging network enhancement
capabilities.
"We have repeatedly seen the value of
hands-on Soldier feedback from NIE to
help the Army make better decisions in
our modernization efforts, while simplifying
and cyber-hardening the system of systems
network," said Douglas K. Wiltsie, executive
director of the Army's System of Systems
Engineering and Integration Directorate,
which helps oversee and execute the NIE
process for the acquisition community.
10

NIE 16.2, which ran through May 14,
focused on evaluating network operations
(NetOps) tools that Soldiers use to manage
the network, assessing the Army's next
generation of mission command applications,
and informing the radio basis of issue for the
mid-tier of the Army's tactical network.
A critical objective of NIE 16.2 was focused
on network simplification and management.
The Warfighter Information Network-Tactical
(WIN-T) Increment 3 NetOps test looked at
enhancements that increase visibility and
cyber-hardening across the network, while
making network management tasks easier and
more efficient.
Command post requirements were also
refined during NIE 16.2, with an assessment
of the second version of the Command Post
Computing Environment, which introduced
mission command "apps" and provided
commanders improved situational awareness
and understanding.
An operational assessment of the mid-tier
network will inform the Army on the capability
and capacity of the mid-tier and how that
capability should be employed throughout
the brigade combat team—much the
same way previous NIEs conducted similar
assessments for the lower tactical Internet and
upper tactical Internet.
MilsatMagazine — May 2016

While NIE exercises used to be held twice
a year, these events will be now be held
annually, starting with NIE 16.2. In the
fall, the Army will hold the first official
Army Warfighting Assessment (AWA), a
complement to the NIE.
NIEs, to be held each spring, will focus on
formal testing and evaluation of network
programs of record, while the AWAs, held
each fall, will provide an experimental
environment to help assess and refine
requirements and improve emerging
capabilities in a joint and coalition
environment. Both events will work to promote
innovation, modernization, readiness and
developing capabilities for the future force.
"AWA is about innovation—we will work with
industry to look at capability that will aid Army
readiness, early developmental prototypes
that we can evaluate before they are ready
for NIE," McKenrick said. "AWA will help
increase the rate of readiness."
As the Army continues to transition to a
regionally aligned, expeditionary force that
acts in partnership with joint and coalition
forces, exercises such as the NIEs and AWAs
will help inform more mobile, scalable and
expeditionary network capabilities.

Dispatches
A Fusion Of Satellite Imagery For The Global Intelligence Community

A major problem in the intelligence
community is managing and sharing
data across agencies and divisions—now
users will have access to high res satellite
imagery and content info for key content,
such as terrorist's activity, military
installations and more.

the densest, most critical areas including city
centers, airports and military installations.

ihs.com/industry/aerospace-defense.html
airbusdefenceandspace.com

This new product furthers the IHS and Airbus
Defence and Space partnership and gives
users access to the industry’s leading tools.

geoint2016.com

At the GEOINT 2016 Symposium
attendees got a sneak peak of the
new product from IHS Jane’s and
Airbus Defence and Space.
Conflict Atlas combines Airbus
Defence and Space’s satellite
imagery with IHS Jane’s data
into a new tool for the global
intelligence community. For the
first time, users will be able to
navigate to a region of conflict or
instability and view high resolution
satellite imagery with key content
such as military installations,
terrorist activity, country profiles
and the latest security insight
mapped across each area.
Key features of Conflict Atlas...
»» Entire country and regional
coverage at 1.5 meter
resolution and military site
of interest at 0,5 meter
resolution, to support the high
currency and coverage rate
requirements of the GEOINT
community.
»» Access to industry leading
data and insight from IHS
Jane’s including: military
bases, surface-to-air missile
sites, terrorism and counter
terrorism events, security news
and insights and equipment
profiles specifications.
Airbus Defence and Space has
created blanket ortho-rectified
color imagery mosaics over areas
of interest, locally enriched with
high resolution images over

Comtech DoD_Milsat 2_3.indd 1
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Dispatches
Expeditionary Network Equipment For Global Response Force

Suppose you are supporting an early
entry Global Response Force (GRF)
mission; which network equipment
would you rather fly in with: two large
sheltered vehicles that take up critical
cargo space in your C-17 aircraft, or a
few carry-on transit cases that provide
12 times the bandwidth?
Continuing to inform requirements and seek
solutions for light-weight, expeditionary
networking gear for the GRF, the Army
recently demonstrated a new modular suite of
expeditionary communication equipment that
provides increased bandwidth with significant
size, weight and power (SWaP) reductions.
"As a GRF unit, what we take with us is
critically analyzed because whatever we
take, we have to leave something else
behind," said Cpt. Alan Adame, C Company
commander, 127th Engineering Battalion,
1st Brigade Combat Team, 82nd Airborne
Division, a GRF unit . "If you take a vehicle
with a shelter and it tows a mounted
generator trailer, then that is potentially
cutting off an artillery piece, a military
intelligence piece, a radar piece; something
else is being excluded from the fight [to make
room on the plane for that equipment]."
The Army conducted the operational proof-ofconcept expeditionary Signal Modernization
(SigMod) capability demonstration at Fort
Bragg, North Carolina, in support of the current
82nd Airborne Division operational needs
statement requirements. Soldiers from the
127th Engineering Battalion, 82nd Airborne
Division, executed the demonstration at three
geographically separated locations to see
how these new scalable SigMod capabilities
could be utilized during various stages of
operations to provide voice, video and data
communications, mission command and
situational awareness over the Army's tactical
communications network backbone, Warfighter
Information Network-Tactical (WIN-T).
"It's a complex world that we fight in, but
the solution to mission success for rapidly
deployable units like the GRF is simple: the
more situational awareness we can provide,
12

amongst each other, and that generates
options for the commander," Adame
said. "Now we can have all these mission
command systems, critical applications,
which are very bandwidth hungry, including
air space management and full motion video
feeds from the Unmanned Aerial Systems,
all of that can be used to support those first
jumpers. And that is something that wasn't
readily available before."
with equipment that is smaller, stronger and
faster, the greater the chance for mission
success," said Lt. Col. Mark Henderson,
product manager for WIN-T Increment 1,
which manages the SigMod suite. "Each
component of this equipment package
increases performance at reduced size, weight
and power to address these requirements."
Demonstration capabilities included a new
high-bandwidth Terrestrial Transmission Line
Of Sight (TRILOS) radio; the range-extending
Troposcatter (Tropo) Lite; Commercial
Coalition Equipment (CCE); and the Modular
Communications Node - Advanced Enclave
(MCN-AE), which supports intelligence
users over the WIN-T network. All of these
capabilities are commercial hardware solutions.
"This [toolset] could greatly enhance the
current capability of the GRF," said Maj. Martin
Schmidt, requirements officer for the Rapid
Equipping Force, which provides accelerated
procurement of capability to unique forces
such as the GRF. "The Army is trying to make
everything expeditionary so that the warfighter
can hit the ground, set up and commence
operations as quickly as possible."
Most mission command systems require a
lot of bandwidth to operate and exchange
situational awareness throughout the
battlefield. To help meet these requirements,
a component of this expeditionary tools set,
the new TRILOS radio, provides a 12 times
increase in bandwidth over the current line-ofsight capability known as the High Capacity
Line Of Sight (HCLOS) radio.
"With TRILOS now we are connected and we
have a lot of bandwidth that we can share
MilsatMagazine — May 2016

TRILOS is packed in a few deployable transit
cases providing a significant reduction in
SWaP, compared to the HCLOS radio, which
requires two sheltered-vehicles and two large
antennas to relay information. Additionally,
not only does TRILOS provide point-to-point
communications, but unlike the HCLOS, it also
provides point-to-multipoint (signals to multiple
locations) for increased capability, situational
awareness and operational flexibility.
Complementing the TRILOS, and extending
network range even further, the Troposcatter
(Tropo) Lite provides beyond-line-of-sight
(BLOS) capability without using expensive
and limited satellite resources. Soldiers
can bounce (or scatter) signals off of the
troposphere much like skipping a stone
on pond, or they can refract signals off of
objects such as mountain tops, extending
signals over terrain obstructions like trees
and mountains, which can inhibit LOS
communication. The Tropo Lite is deployed
in transit cases and is significantly smaller
than the legacy Tropo systems for increased
unit agility. One of the biggest advantages
of Tropo Lite is that it provides lower latency
than satellite systems.
This low latency, long-range BLOS backhaul
can be used for mission critical Command,
Control, Communications, Computers,
Combat Systems, Intelligence, Surveillance
and Reconnaissance (C5ISR) and patriot
missile fire controls, which require ultra-low
latency to ensure accurate fires timing .
"This suite of Signal Modernization network
capabilities provides the flexibility and
scalability needed to support a wide variety
of operations and mission sets ranging from

Dispatches
GRF to long term operations," said Capt.
Adrian Smith, assistant product manager
for WIN-T Inc 1 extensions group. "And the
Army plans to continue to enhance network
communications and situational awareness
while reducing SWaP to best support the GRF
and the rest of the force."
Not only does some of the new SigMod
equipment improve bandwidth and range,
but it enables commercial, coalition (through
CCE) and intelligence users (through MCNAE) to connect to exchange voice, video and
data information over the WIN-T network.
Additionally, CCE provides a Radio Bridging
Voice Cross-banding (RBVC) capability that
enables radios on different frequencies, or
different equipment such as radios or cell
phones, to seamlessly talk to each other,
which is essential in both disaster response or
coalition operations where different players
and organizations have their own equipment.
Using the same network agnostic hardware
"box" as the CCE, the MCN-AE augments the

intelligence network, enabling intelligence
users to simply plug into the MCN-AE enclave
and, through the unit's high-bandwidth WIN-T
"pipe", connect to all the same resources they
had using the Trojan intelligence network.
"MC-NAE has a smaller footprint; it's easier
to set up the equipment and faster to access
it," said Staff. Sgt. Tyler Darby, D Company,
127th Engineer Battalion, which supported
the MCN-AE during the demonstration.
Additional expeditionary solutions, including
4G LTE capability, were demonstrated
at the engineering facilities at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Maryland. After assessing
the capabilities demonstrated at both
Fort Bragg and APG, the results from the
two efforts will be combined into a single
report. The Army will use the report to inform
its decisions on potential fielding of these
capabilities to the GRF via the REF. Some of
the capabilities that were demonstrated at
Fort Bragg will be fielded to the Army as soon

as fourth quarter fiscal year 2016. Project
Manager WIN-T can deliver these capabilities
sooner if Army decides to make that decision.
Lt. Col. Thomas Sager, deputy commanding
officer, 82nd Airborne Division, agreed
that having this modular, scalable toolbox
of network capabilities could provide
operational flexibility in support of varying
mission requirements, locations and terrain.
"With GRF we have seven to nine different
tactical mission sets, from decisive action—
going in and kicking down doors—to
humanitarian assistance, to disaster relief;
it just depends on where we get called
up," Sager said. "There is an interest for
these capabilities; they enhance the mission
command systems and mission command."
Story by Amy Walker,
PEO C3T Public Affairs
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Dispatches
Specifically Designed For US Government—SpyMeSatGov

Unlike another application that sells sat
imagery to the public, this hi-res satellite
imagery is free to the US government and
authorized users.

Unlike SpyMeSat, which sells satellite imagery
to the public, SpyMeSatGov provides
high resolution satellite imagery free to
US government and authorized users with
approved EnhancedView accounts.

Orbit Logic announces their SpyMeSatGov
iPhone app is now available on the Geoint
App Store (https://apps.nga.mil) for any US
government or authorized user.

IGAPP shepherded Orbit Logic through the
accreditation process for the GEOINT App
Store including validating security features.

SpyMeSatGov provides real-time imaging
satellite awareness and on-demand access
to EnhancedView commercial satellite
imagery archives.

“SpyMeSatGov makes it easy and quick to
get and exploit satellite imagery on mobile
devices,” said Alex Herz, President of Orbit
Logic. “SpyMeSatGov provides real-time
situational awareness and puts EnhancedView
imagery in the hands of the government field
personnel in seconds.”

The mobile app includes the ability to browse
and select available commercial satellite
images for any location.

SpyMeSatGov users can configure the app
to enable or disable individual satellites,
change the location of interest, and enable
or disable various notification options and
notification timing.

The selection and download of archived
imagery can be completed in seconds,
delivering high resolution satellite images for
any location on demand.

orbitlogic.com

SpyMeSatGov addresses the need to get
recent high resolution satellite imagery
quickly and easily into the hands of end-users
for government purposes.
The app also provides the ability to
evaluate multiple images of a single
location for change detection including
damage assessment.

apps.nga.mil
The Innovated GEOINT Application Provider
Program (IGAPP) sought out Orbit Logic to
develop SpyMeSatGov based on the popular
SpyMeSat mobile app available on the Apple
App Store and Google Play.

Modernizing Military Enterprise SATCOM
Harris Corporation has received $41
million in orders for production, spare
parts, depot, and installation of advanced
satellite communications terminals
under the U.S. Army's Modernization of
Enterprise Terminals (MET) program—the
orders were received during the third
quarter of Harris’ fiscal 2016.
Harris fixed-site terminals and hardened
transportable terminals provide dual X- and
Ka-band access to the new Wideband Global
SATCOM (WGS) network, as well as legacy
satellite constellations.
14

The nexgen military satellite communications
terminals will provide the worldwide
backbone for high-priority military
communications and missile defense systems
in locations around the world.
Harris is the prime contractor for the MET
IDIQ contract, which was awarded in 2009
and has a ceiling value of $800 million,
including a five-year base period and a fiveyear option period.
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The latest orders bring the total MET orders
Harris has been awarded to $516 million.
For US decision makers and military
organizations across the globe, the MET
multi-band terminals will provide critical
comms and situational awareness capabilities
that are crucial to mission success.
harris.com/

Visit us at
CANSEC 2016
Booth 1329

Dispatches
21st Space Wing Ops & USAF Academy Cadets Team Up

When the 21st Space Wing Operations
Group needed research done in relation
to broadening mission capabilities for
Ground-based Electro-Optical Deep Space
Surveillance Systems, coming up with a
cost effective method presented
a challenge.
Across Colorado Springs, at the United States
Air Force Academy, cadets faced their own
challenge. They needed to find projects
during the last year of school allowing them
to get experience in their chosen career
fields. What better way to gain a win-win
solution than to have the Wing and the
Academy work together, providing excellent
research and real-world work experience all in
one mutually beneficial project.
The driving force behind the partnership is
a desire to increase mission effectiveness
and operate the GEODSS longer in adverse
weather conditions. The system plays a
critical role in tracking objects in deep space,
everything from operational satellites to small
debris caused by satellite breakups.
To perform its mission, GEODSS uses
one-meter telescopes equipped with state
of the art digital camera technology. Each
of the three operational GEODSS sites has
three telescopes to use either alone or
together. As they are ground-based optical
systems, weather, lighting conditions, and
cloud cover could impact effectiveness in
certain situations.
The telescopes are housed in domes, similar
to those used for typical observatories. The
dome features a shutter for the telescope to
peer through and that opening is the heart of
the issue. For example, GEODSS can become
functionally degraded during high winds and
have limited capability during those times.
The cadets tested dome models in a wind
tunnel with the shutter at minimum and
maximum openings with a variety of wind
speeds, some up to 60 kph.
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With ties to both the GEODSS operations and
the Academy, it figures he would make the
connection that the entities could beneficially
work together.

Ground-based Electro-Optical Deep Space
Surveillance systems are housed in domes
like this one at Detachment 3, 20th Space
Control Squadron on the island of Maui,
Hawaii. Cadets from the United States
Air Force Academy are working with the
21st Operations Group to determine if
operating parameters for keeping dome
shutters open during inclement weather
can be expanded.
Dean MacNicol, 21st Space Wing chief of
maintenance, said certain environmental
factors, like heavy wind, may compromise the
systems. In the course of research, he hoped
to discover whether the systems could remain
open longer or if they truly have to shut down
at prescribed wind speeds.
"The premise is looking at limits," MacNicol
said. "Are there areas to maximize capabilities
to improve on the mission? What are the
limits to the domes and can we keep them
open longer?"
The 21st OG operates the GEODSS, but
the question leading to the research started
with Air Force Space Command's Space and
Missile Center's Space Superiority Division.
The thought was that operational capability
could be expanded if the wind limitations
were broadened. That's where Dr. Chris
Randell comes on the scene.
Randell is a retired Air Force lieutenant
colonel. He was chief of curriculum, USAFA
Department of Engineering Mechanics and
also was chief engineer, Opticals Branch,
Ground Based Space Surveillance Division.
His current role is as lead space enterprise
analyst for The MITRE Corporation, a not-forprofit company operating multiple federally
funded research and development centers.
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Randell knew USAFA sought opportunities for
cadets to gain real world experience to the
benefit of the Air Force. He approached the
school's Department of Aeronautics to see if
something could be worked out.
Randell contacted Dr. Thomas McLaughlin,
director, USAFA Aeronautics Research Center,
and Tim Siefers, instructor of aeronautics and
team leader for the cadet project.
They decided the initial round of research
would serve as a type of proof of concept
regarding whether wind at particular
speeds would cause the GEODSS domes to
lift off of their bases or become crushed by
wind pressure.
MacNicol said that while low cost is certainly
a positive aspect of working with the cadets,
there are others. The young cadets bring
energy and innovation to the research.
"They are not fettered by thinking in the
box," he said. "It gets them excited because
we really use what they are giving us. It's realworld work," said Jeff Wiseheart, 21st OG
technical director. "It is being put to use, they
are helping us. This is big."
Working on a project like this one is a positive
experience for the cadets. Randell said it
gives them a chance to see how their work is
used in a real-world mission situation.
"This could turn into a larger relationship,"
Randell said. "Opportunities are out there."
Story by Dave Smith
21st Space Wing Public Affairs
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A Glowlink Perspective:
Breakthrough Interference Removal Device
By Mike Downey, Chief Technology Officer, Glowlink Communications Technology, Inc.

A

t the crux of satellite communications, interference and
noise have been the antagonists in building reliable, efficient
communication links.

While noise limitations are dealt within improved hardware, interference
can be dealt with at a level that goes beyond fundamental physics. A
wholly man-made artifact, interference can be effectively planned for,
mitigated, and now even excised with well-constructed, intelligent DSPbased algorithms.
Since I founded Glowlink Communications Technology with Jeffrey Chu,
our President and CEO, this fundamental concept has driven our company’s
product development and innovation roadmap.
Glowlink takes a three-pronged approach against unintended or aggressive
interference at three different steps. First, during the planning of a
communication link, careful modeling must be completed to ensure that
interference from adjacent carriers, transponders, or even satellites are
properly accounted. This step is crucial in ensuring that the communication
link that is expected is indeed the link that is delivered.
Next, the spectrum of an active communication link is continuously
monitored so that the presence of an interferer can be detected and
geolocated. With this active spectrum monitoring, the operator is alerted
when there is an aggressor in the spectrum and can perform geolocation to
find the physical source of the aggressor.
Finally, with the announcement and delivery of our interference removal
technology, Glowlink’s patented, unique, active interference removal
technology offers users an offensive approach to dealing with interference.
This breakthrough capability leverages DSP-based techniques to excise
and eradicate in-band interference with no a priori knowledge, negating
antagonistic interference and protecting the communication link.
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The progress Glowlink has made over the past three
years in expanding the firm’s products into
a full suite that manages and eradicates
interference in satellite communications
has been exciting and satisfying to
witness. Glowlink now offers a fully integrated commercial product line that
addresses all approaches and steps against interference management. While
competitors may have a product or two to compete with us, Glowlink is far
and away the most capable in delivering a full suite of natively integrated
products that are both cost-efficient and operationally interactive.

CSIR™ & GS380 Product Line
In March of 2013, Glowlink first introduced CSIR™ as a technology for
the active, DSP-based removal of in-band interference with no a priori
knowledge. This algorithm has been heralded as an innovative, novel
approach to interference mitigation—using advanced signal processing
algorithms to remove interference whether it be CW, modulated, stationary,
sweeping, or hopping. As an active interference remover, CSIR™ is
the capability to aggressively and actively remove in-band jamming or
unintended interference signals.
Shortly after the introduction of CSIR™ and its multiple resulting patents,
Glowlink released the GS380 product line as a shield for satellite
communication links against interference. Having been fielded and tested,
the commercially available GS380 product line has proven CSIR™’s
capability to restore communication links that would otherwise have been
brought down by interference. Glowlink’s GS380 product line is a stream-in
stream-out, plug-and-play addition to a receive chain that delivers a new
level of communication link reliability and resilience against interference.
A cutting edge algorithm and device, CSIR™ and the GS380 line are
constantly being enhanced and iterated to address a broader set of
implementations. CSIR™ and the GS380 line have been and will continue
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to be one of Glowlink’s most exciting, high-potential technologies. I look
forward to the opportunities this technology will create for our customers.

SAMS™ — A Satellite Communication Link
Planning Tool
Finding the market flooded with aging, over-priced or under-developed link
planning tools, Glowlink has developed the Satellite Access Management
System™, “SAMS™,” as a cost-effective transponder bandwidth planning
tool centered on actual satellite operator needs.
Co-developed with our satellite operator customers, SAMS™ contains
sophisticated and simple models for real-world factors affecting
communication links. Glowlink has developed SAMS™ to model fixed
and mobile antennas for a breadth of use cases that range from in-flight
connectivity to wide-ranging ground networks. From limitations such as
adjacent channel interference and non-linearity, to physical phenomena
such as rain fade and scintillation, SAMS™ offers operators a tool to
analyze and manage each carrier with an easy-to-use and expressive
graphical interface.
Enabling operators to maximize link reliability and bandwidth efficiency,
SAMS™ also provides advanced algorithms for optimizing satellite resource
usage by suggesting power, bandwidth, and MODCOD settings. This
optimization is performed on top of the predictive capabilities available for
modeling carrier links, allowing operators to have an informed means of
increasing bandwidth usage efficiency.
As a predictive tool, SAMS™ now has the ability to plug into our spectrum
monitoring and geolocation products to give real-time planned versus
actual feedback to the operator. The feedback provides real-time visibility
for troubleshooting and plan refinement. This seamless integration comes
standard with the product and delivers operational and cost efficiency to
our customers.

Spectrum Monitoring & Geolocation
Perhaps Glowlink’s most recognizable products, the Model 1000 and
Model 8000 represent Glowlink’s first innovations in the field of satellite
communications. The first spectrum monitoring and geolocation devices
respectively, the Model 1000 and Model 8000 are DSP-based devices that
analyze, characterize, and geolocation carriers and interference.
Glowlink’s Model 1000 product line has grown to include multi-channel and
ultra-wideband capabilities while maintaining patented capabilities unique
to Glowlink’s products. In addition to characterizing carrier parameters such

as spectral measurements and MODCOD type, the spectrum monitoring
also leverages patented algorithms to give the operator key insight such as
non-invasive transponder compression level measurement and interfering
signal analysis.
These tools continue to improve with newer generations of hardware
components, and with an industry-leading high dynamic range, ultrawideband front end, the Model 1000 product line will continue to provide
a higher level of performance than any other spectrum monitoring product
on the market today.
Glowlink’s Model 8000 device has undergone several hardware upgrades to
deliver a higher level of geolocation capabilities and accuracy. With a multichannel acquisition scheme and high resolution front-end, the Glowlink
Model 8000 has achieved the next-generation processing gain necessary
to deliver single-digit kilometer accuracy of interference source location.
This new generation of hardware components is accompanied by innovative
algorithmic improvements, namely Glowlink’s Single Satellite Geolocation,
“SSG™,” capability. SSG™ removes the typical geolocation requirement
for a usable adjacent satellite, which is far too commonly the impediment to
running successful geolocation. With no a priori knowledge, SSG™ allows
the operator to geolocate using only the satellite experiencing interference,
making interference detection and geolocation as effective as possible.
In addition to the hardware improvements, Glowlink has focused
on improving the user experience for the spectrum monitoring and
geolocation GUI software. By automating several processes and integrating
functionalities, geolocation and spectrum monitoring now launch with
an intuitive and easy feel. Hand-in-hand with the device upgrades, the
software GUI improvements deliver cutting edge geolocation accuracy and
spectrum monitoring insight with maximum ease of use.

Looking Forward
The innovations Glowlink continues to build into our products for the future
speaks to the company’s motto—“Deliver on Promise”—and represents
the firm's commitment to our customers as well as to driving innovation in
satellite communications technology.
For additional information or inquiries, contact sales@glowlink.com or
visit us Glowlink http://www.glowlink.com/.
Michael Downey is the CTO and VP of Engineering at Glowlink
Communications Technology, Inc. Holding multiple patents in the field of
satellite communications, Mr. Downey takes an innovation-driven approach in
solving the problems of the industry. Michael holds a Master’s Degree from
Santa Clara University and is notably a former Mr. Jr. California.
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Why The Military Should Be Detecting CID
By Roger Franklin,
Chief Executive Officer, Crystal

T

he lead up to the Carrier
ID mandate has created
quite a buzz in
the broadcasting
industry and I’m
certain many readers
have seen articles
in MilsatMagazine
discussing this most
important topic.

Published in May
2013 as the ETSI TS
103 129 Standard
and adopted
industry-wide in
January 2015,
Carrier ID is a
long-awaited
solution to a longstanding problem
and thankfully
groups such
as the Satellite
Interference
Reduction
Group (IRG)
have successfully
lobbied to make
Carrier ID a
standard across
equipment.
Once Carrier
ID is in place,
cases of carrier
interference will be
quickly identified
and easily resolved.
The equipment is
ready, the database is
all but finalized and the
rubber meets the road on
January 2018, when the
FCC will begin to require
that satellite signals contain
Carrier ID information.
So, why are we still talking
about Carrier ID? Why does carrier
interference remain an issue? Why
hasn’t this mandate completely resolved
all of the problems that are related
20
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to carrier interference? Well, unfortunately, this great resource is being
implemented far too slowly.
The two main reasons for such slow implementations are a lack of
understanding and legacy equipment awaiting upgrade. The industry is
realizing the benefits of using Carrier ID and further willingness to conform
to the new standard will begin to lessen interference instances. In addition,
a new resolution affecting all North American broadcasters is now in place,
with IRG encouraging other regions to follow suit.
As part of the new resolution, World Broadcasting Union—International
Media Connectivity Group (WBU-IMCG) has put into place a number of
key milestones for supporting Carrier ID. As mentioned, the first milestone
was reached in January 2015 that required all satellite operators to begin
implementation of carrier ID. Uplinkers must include CID compliance in all
requests for proposal within three years’ time. By January 2018, this will
be a requirement, to include CID for all SCPC and MCPC video and data
transmissions. In the broadcast world, at least, we will begin to see some
significant traction.

With that in mind, automating processes is an important step for interference
resolution. From setup, to checking that Carrier ID is transmitting, the more
one automates, the less potential for human error.
The central database developed by Analytical Graphics Inc. for the
Space Data Association (SDA) is a perfect example of an automated
tool. By integrating the tool with systems that automatically feed into the
database, we can drastically reduce the time and effort necessary to resolve
interference. By ensuring satellite operators and satellite access centers can
automatically identify carriers they control and automatically populate the
central database, the industry can ensure constantly updated and accurate
ID information.
The better the information, the quicker interference events will be resolved.
Carrier ID detection must occur throughout the chain to ensure accuracy
and effectiveness. There are a number of detection systems on the market
that do a great job, but their complexity and cost is prohibitive to smaller
operators, small access centers as well as most users.

To date, the military has been unenthused by the idea of a carrier ID, with
security concerns effectively blocking the way forward. As the resolution
comes into play, more users will start using carrier ID effectively, shining a
light on those who do not implement the technology.

Crystal launched Crystal Carrier ID last year to support the growing
demand for easy-to-use detection systems. Crystal Carrier ID consists
of a specialized CID detector receiver, a spectrum analyzer, routing and
switching equipment.

This means that the military will suddenly be recognized simply by their
absence of Carrier ID. This point was well made by Martin Coleman,
Executive Chairman of the Satellite Interference Reduction Group, in an
article entitled, “The Military Needs ID,” that appeared in the January 2016
edition of MilsatMagazine.

Crystal ties it all together as one complete package by routing signals
appropriately, extracting CID information, and inserting it into a private
customer database as well as the Central CID Database. All can be done in
the background so as to not slow down every day satellite access procedures.
Spectral scans also enable your operator to quickly zero in on the carrier,
extract the CID and visually confirm the presence or absence of interference.

The military is one of the largest users of satellites and satellite equipment
and suffers more than its fair share of interference cases. Whether caused
internally or by others, there is no denying that having the military on board
with the Carrier ID mandate will make a huge difference in the fight against
interference on a global scale.
Given the argument that the military should now be implementing Carrier
ID, the mobile nature of the military presents a potential barrier. It’s all well
and good to have Carrier ID; however, transmitting it incorrectly is the same
as not having it at all.
To ensure proper implementation military users, in particular, need to
ensure that their Carrier ID is transmitting every time they move. This, of
course, makes detection equipment all the more important. Military users
often carry satellite equipment to remote areas, space is at a premium and
bulky detection tools are simply not feasible. The military needs tools that
can easily fit into an existing system and can quickly and simply display
human readable Carrier ID information.

If the industry is to succeed in combating interference, Carrier ID detection
must be both cost effective and time-efficient. Most importantly, we must all
be on board to make identifying carrier interference and resolving related
issues a top priority.
crystalcc.com
Every day, billions of dollars of content flow through systems that rely on
Crystal technology. Mr. Franklin’s unique background as both a software
engineer and a business owner drives Crystal’s use of leading edge technology
to solve real world business problems.
Roger specializes in identifying operational inefficiencies and designing
intuitive, responsive, and reliable solutions to correct and capitalize on these
opportunities. He has been involved with Crystal since its founding in 1986
and holds a Bachelor of Science in Applied Mathematics from the Georgia
Institute of Technology. Since early 2009, Roger focuses on ways to mitigate
and prevent RF Interference, which includes chairing the IRG Carrier ID working
group and developing a Carrier ID Detection System.
Crystal’s roster of customers includes News Corp/FOX, Time Warner / HBO
/ CNN, Disney / ESPN / ABC, CBS, NBCU, Discovery, PBS, Starz, Viacom,
Lockheed, Intelsat General.

With the necessary task of informing the operator of the Carrier ID
information and checking that the operator is receiving the correct
information, it is easy to see how a rushed or hassled user might skip this
step for speed and convenience, or simply make a mistake.
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Ballistic Radomes
For Military COTM Systems
By D.J. Kozakoff, C. Corallo, D. Petra and W. Roovers

M

ilitary Communications-On-The-Move (COTM) provide
warfighters with mobile comms using satellites in order to
connect to numerous remote locations quickly and under
critical conditions1.

COTM technology allows military members to be in constant communications
with one another as well as with the command structure and support
facilities, regardless of the individual's location, via satellite links at X-, Kuand Ka-band, extending to as high as 45.5 GHz. During military campaigns,
personnel cannot afford to lose communication connectivity at any time, as
such would disrupt the missions and, potentially, reduce survivability.

State-of-the-art military COTM antenna systems use aperture sizes as small
as 0.3 meters in diameter3 and even smaller antenna sizes are desirable in
order to minimize antenna visibility and vulnerability. VSAT sizes have lower
signal gain, increased antenna noise temperature, broadened antenna
beam width, and increased antenna sidelobes which can interfere with
adjacent satellite communications.
Because of these factors, judicious design approaches must be applied to
prevent further COTM antenna degradations that are resultant of a ballistic
radome applied over the antenna structure. In this article, techniques and
design tradeoffs are discussed.

Highly desirable is that the vehicles onto which COTM antennas are
installed have that antenna protected from incoming fire in order to maintain
the vehicle’s COTM communications ability under hostile and adverse
conditions—conventional radomes do not provide any ballistic protection
whatsoever. Even small arms fire would be enough to completely disable a
COTM antenna system and totally disrupt crucial communications.
Virtually all COTM systems fall into the Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT)
category with antenna aperture sizes smaller than 3 meters; in fact, the
majority of VSAT antennas range from 0.75 to 1.2 meters in diameter2.
Table 1. Protection level versus thickness.
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The Wideband Of Ballistic Radome Design
The electrical design objective for a ballistic radome is -0.5 dB, or less, loss
at all COTM frequency bands of interest using ballistic material thicknesses
consistent with that required for the desired level of ballistic protection.
For purposes of this analysis, Dyneema® was employed based on a balance
of incredibly low permittivity and loss tangent (2.3 to 2.4 and 0.0002 to
0.006, respectively). For these materials, the minimum thickness for various
levels of protection are shown in Table 1 on the previous page.

In the case herein, all layers other than the thick ballistic layer are only to
provide impedance matching for a broadband radome wall design.
The maximum angle of incidence (AOI) shown in Figure 2 below is also a
factor in determining how many layers are required; numerically, the maximum
AOI is related to the ratio of antenna to radome diameter (d/D) as shown in
Figure 3 below.

Table 2 lists the downlink and uplink center frequencies of the various
military COTM frequency band segments.

Figure 2. Definition of maximum Angle of Incidence (AOI)
for an antenna within a hemispherical dome.

Table 2. Frequencies associated with military COTM4
For a radome designer, the performance of a radome at the SATCOM
downlink frequency is of more concern than at the uplink frequency. For a
small COTM antenna, the G/T ratio at the downlink frequency is generally
in the order of 10 to 12 dB/K.
A poorly designed radome decreases antenna gain and increases the
effective antenna noise temperature, significantly decreasing G/T. Downlink
frequency radome loss just cannot be compensated by inserting additional
gain into the receive channel.
Such an amplifier would both amplify received signal and thermal noise—
the signal to noise (S/N) ratio would not be improved. However, additional
gain at the uplink can indeed compensate the effect of transmit frequency
radome gain.
The equivalent instantaneous radiated power (EIRP) of 80 dBm is generally
required; simply the sum of antenna gain (in decibels) and transmit power
(in dBm). For the sake of preliminary design analysis discussed in this
article, a loss of -0.5 dB at the downlink and uplink frequency segments was
employed. (Please see Table 2 above.)

Figure 3. Maximum AOI vs. ratio of antenna to radome diameter.

Approach & Results
A COTM radome that provides full ballistic protection up to Ka- or MILSTAR
frequencies is electrically thick in terms of wavelengths. Providing a radome
wall concept that allows efficient multi-frequency band operation requires
the use of multi-layer radome wall concepts.

Radome wall loss is also a function of the layer schedule: material type,
thickness, dielectric constant, and loss tangent of each wall layer. A
multilayer radome wall transmission equation5 taking all these factors
into account was programmed within a wall optimization computer
code WALLOP.
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In essence, this code searches through tens of thousands of combinations
of layers and thicknesses of various material candidates to identify wall
schedules that provide the required -0.5 dB, or lower, transmission loss
at the various downlink and uplink frequency segments and over a range
of AOIs.
For the analysis herein, the antenna to radome diameter (d/D) ratio was
constrained to 0.75 so that the maximum AOI is approximately 45 degrees.
For this case, a 12-inch diameter antenna would require a 16-inch diameter
radome. The simplest wall multilayer configuration obtained was a single
matching layer consisting of a structural foam backing up the ballistic layer,
as illustrated in Figure 4. The foam layer is an interior radome insert, the
Dyneema® is the fully load bearing layer.

•

Simultaneous operation at all for COTM downlink and uplink
frequency bands can only be achieved with a radome wall
design of three or more layers.

Comms Protection
This article described the design procedures for a ballistic radome
applicable to military COTM applications. With a single impedance
matching structural foam layer backing the ballistic material layer,
configurations were identified which provide -0.5 dB or less loss at Xand Ku-band downlink and uplink COTM frequencies, or at Ka-band and
MILSTAR downlink and uplink COTM frequencies.
Clearly, Dyneema® is also an excellent material for non-ballistic military
radomes due to its unique combination of excellent EM properties, high
strength and light weight. Future work will investigate wall configurations
encompassing the entire range of all COTM frequency segments.
REFERENCES
1Bakshi, B., Warfighter on the Move, MilsatMagazine, September 2010.
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Very-small-aperture_terminal.
3http://www.rantecantennas.com, 2015.
4Kozakoff, D.J. and R.Ciano, “Antenna Radome Effects on High Performance

SOTM Antenna Systems,” paper presented at Antenna Systems 2013,
Las Vegas, Nevada, December 2013.

5Kozakoff, D.J., “Analysis of Radome Enclosed Antennas, 2nd Edition, Artech
House, Norwood, Massachusetts, 2010.

Figure 4. Radome wall concept for Ka-band and MILSTAR.
The following results were calculated:
•

•
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A 0.6-inch thick Dyneema® layer backed up with a
1.0-inch structural foam layer (permittivity = 1.7, loss
tangent = 0.001) provided less than -0.5 dB loss at all X- and
Ku-band COTM downlink and uplink frequencies (circular
polarization calculations).
A 0.62-inch thick Dyneema® layer backed up with a
0.8-inch structural foam layer (permittivity = 1.75, loss
tangent = 0.001) provided less than -0.5 dB loss at all Ka
and MILSTAR COTM downlink and uplink frequencies
(circular polarization calculations).

The authors, from left to right: D.J. Kozakoff, C. Corallo, D. Petra & W. Roovers.
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Addressing Growing Government End User
Demands With Innovative Satellite Solutions
By Fred Morris, Vice President, Product Marketing, Cometech EF Data

M

ilitary
and
Government
agencies
have
specific
communications needs. Providing real-time, secure highspeed broadband connectivity among war fighters,
between command centers in the field and leadership back
home; between emergency responders or for diplomatic organizations
is key to a rapid and effective response to threats.
With severe budget constraints and the pressure to make every
telecommunications investment count, service providers must provide
innovative, secure, scalable and reliable network solutions that can easily
and quickly be set up anytime, anywhere.
To achieve this, they need to choose the most net efficient, purpose-built,
future-proof and scalable satellite networking solutions to support the
government and military dynamic operations, and to provide the highest
possible performance and differentiation of service that ultimately will
increase the service quality.

»» The continuous investment in Command,
Control, Communications,
Computers, Intelligence,
Surveillance and Reconnaissance
(C4ISR) to support deployable
forces despite budgetary cutbacks
and changing operational
requirements
»» The need to optimize the use of satellite capacity due to controlled
and tight budgets
»» The growing use of satellite communications for real time
transmission of images, video and voice
»» The continued growth of welfare communications being an integral
part of deployed military operations
»» Dynamic bandwidth allocation ability for shifting bandwidth
requirements during missions
»» The use of unmanned aircraft as airborne relay stations to BeyondLine-Of-Sight (BLOS) systems

Today’s Main Market Challenges
A high-performance communications network that can scale with emerging
applications has become a critical requirement. Comprehensive business
models are needed to adapt to changing business requirements and an
overall strategy to provide differentiated services.

End users in the Military and Government market require assured, secure,
and reliable satellite communications to connect to their headquarters and
communicate safely within closed user groups. For military and civilian
agencies alike, the ability to stay connected all the times is mission-critical.

As a service provider, you have to minimize OPEX through increased
bandwidth efficiency to create new revenue streams and better value to
your customers. At the same time, you need a cost efficient platform that
provides an entry-level, low cost hub configuration with the flexibility to
expand as more remote terminals are deployed in the field and higher
throughput is required to accommodate bandwidth-intensive applications.
The increasing use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) has added to this
requirement due to the incremental streaming of imagery.

From communications between agencies to ongoing field and strategiclevel military applications, satellite communication is crucial and must be
up and running at all times. As budgetary constraints play a larger role in
decision-making, the migration toward visual instead of textual information
dramatically increases bandwidth demands. As secure VoIP and data
transmission requirements evolve, and satellite transmission costs grow,
government and military organizations face the challenges of delivering
more data with greater reliability to more people and devices, while
minimizing their Total Cost of Ownership (TCO).

High Throughput Satellites (HTS) are going to put new demands on satellite
networking platforms, one of these demands being packet processing
performance. Networks will become increasingly complex as a result of
High Throughput Satellite designs.
Another challenge is the ability to dynamically provide seamless, global
connectivity where and when it is needed and efficiently manage beam
switching. This is especially true for Communications-On-The-Move (COTM)
where the applications operate on fast-moving aircraft, using a very small
antenna and for troops constantly in motion, traveling across land, sea and
air. In addition, there are issues such as satellite interference and Doppler
that need to be addressed by ground equipment manufacturers.

Market Demand Drivers & Applications
What are the market demand drivers and applications driving this demand
in the Government sector? The following is not a comprehensive list but are
the most important:
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As such, it is imperative for ground equipment manufacturers to provide
practical, cost-effective and secure solutions to address dynamic market
requirements, to help Governments work around constraints and respond
to emerging challenges. These communications solutions enhance
intelligence gathering and in-field decision making, often creating a
competitive advantage in an otherwise hostile environment.
The solutions must also address “Bring Your Own Device” (BYOD) demands,
by empowering troops deployed on the field to use their own smartphones
or tablets to stay connected with friends and family through email and
social media, or to stream video on their mobile devices. With this, they
will be able to use a familiar communications device in a new and efficient
manner, enabling them to focus on their critical tasks and increasing their
effectiveness in conducting their primary mission.
A high level of communications security is paramount to ensure that the
characteristics of the satellite systems and products are compatible with the
operational security requirements of the Government sector.
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Figure 1: Applications Driving Demands in Government Sector
Figure 1 above provides a summary of the applications driving demands in
the Government market.
We at Comtech EF Data understand the challenges and the security
requirements the Government sector requires. Our extensive range of
satellite modems and networking platforms are bandwidth-efficient,
provide high throughput and packet processing capabilities and are
TRANSEC compliant and FIPS 140-2 Level 2 certified. In addition, our
new RF products, LPOD-R block up converters (BUCs) are compact in size
and weight which make them an ideal choice for remote sites with real
estate constraints.

Heights™ Networking Platform Solution
Designed to address the market challenges, Heights is a scalable networking
platform that utilizes a fully managed platform with seamless integration into
a service provider’s network. The most net efficient, flexible and powerful
platform in the industry, Heights leverages a single comprehensive user
interface teamed with a powerful traffic analytics engine that allows you
to easily design, implement, monitor, control and optimize your network.
The result is an elevated QoE for end users. Equipped to support the most
demanding networks on traditional wide beams, new HTS spot beams or
a combination of both, you can increase market share and grow revenues
while controlling costs.
Heights Key Differentiators

Product Positioning & Suitability
For Government
Comtech has a number of products, the Heights Networking Platform,
the SLM-5650A, the DMD-2050E and the DMD-1050T each addressing
different aspects of the Government market. Supplemental to this and
certainly enhancing our modems and networking platforms are our RF
products. Any of our RF products, in any band and any power levels can be
managed by our NetVue Network Management System. (Please see Figure
2 on the next page.)

Facing Future Challenges
Comtech EF Data offers reliable, secure, flexible and cost-effective solutions
for your satellite-based network infrastructure. Our solutions enable a
seamless integration with existing infrastructures and are interoperable with
any IP-based hardware.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive and dynamic bandwidth management
Bandwidth efficiency
Military-grade security
Highest link availability with bi-directional Adaptive, Coding and
Modulation (ACM)
Advanced multi-level Quality of Service (QoS)
True layer 2 operation
Low latency and jitter
High throughput and packets per second processing capacity

The intelligence, horsepower and efficiency of this platform as outlined
in Figure 3 on the following page provide unmatched performance while
minimizing the Total Cost of Ownership.
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Figure 2. Product Positioning.

RF Products
Our LPOD-R family of Outdoor Amplifiers / Block up Converters (BUCs)
deliver rated power, guaranteed to the transmit waveguide flange at the 1
dB compression point. There are three LPOD-R models available – PS .5,
PS 1 and PS 1.5. Each LPOD-R consists of a SSPA module with the Monitor/
Control Processor (MCP), a power supply and a fan assembly. To ensure the
maximum usable output power with stable operation over a wide range of
environmental conditions, the units feature a low loss combining technique

and MCP-based temperature-versus-gain compensation. Figure 4 shows
our range of LPOD-R BUCs.

Figure 4: Family of LPOD-R BUCs.
SLM-5650A—Point-to-Point or Point-to-Multipoint (Hub-and-Spoke)
Modem Comtech EF Data’s SLM 5650A (Figure 5) satellite modem is
compliant with the strict requirements defined in MIL-STD-188-165A,
modem types I, II, IV, V and VI for applications on DSCS, WGS and
commercial satellites. Data rates from 8 kbps to 155 Mbps and symbol rates
from 32 ksps to 64 Msps are supported.
The modem provides standard MIL-STD-188-114 (EIA-530 / RS-422), and
EIA-613 (HSSI) serial interfaces, and can be optionally configured to support
G.703 and Low Voltage Differential Signaling (LVDS) serial interfaces. It can
also optionally be equipped with a 4-port 10/100/1000Base-T Ethernet
Network Processor module that supports switching, routing and advanced
Quality of Service protocols.

Figure 3: Heights Attributes
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The SLM-5650A can be integrated with our dynamic bandwidth
management engine to provide fully automated network and capacity
management. An AES-256 TRANSEC module, compliant with the FIPS140-2 NIST standard is also available as an option. All traffic (including
overhead and all dynamic bandwidth control traffic) is encrypted when
using the TRANSEC module. Advanced FEC and modulation capabilities
are integrated with DoubleTalk® Carrier-in-Carrier® allowing for maximum
state-of-the-art performance under all conditions. Direct Sequence Spread
Spectrum (DSSS) is also available as an option in conjunction with LDPCbased FEC and BPSK modulation and spreading factors up to 512x.
Figure 7. DMD1050T Micro VSAT Modem.

Figure 5.
DMD2050E—Point-to-Point Modem. The DMD2050E satellite modem
(Figure 6) is designed to comply with the widest possible range of US
Government and commercial standards and is compatible with the largest
number of satellite modems in the industry. It is fully compliant with MILSTD-188-165A (all terminal types), fully complies with STANAG 4486 Edition
3, the draft standard MIL-STD-188-165B, as well as the IESS-308, IESS-309,
IESS-310 & IESS-315 commercial standards.
The DMD2050E provides highly advanced and bandwidth efficient
forward error correction (FEC). Advanced FEC options include Low Density
Parity Check (LDPC), Turbo Product Codes (TPCs) and 165B Turbo Codes.
Legacy support for Viterbi, Trellis, Concatenated Viterbi Reed-Solomon,
and Sequential FEC are also included. A complete range of modulation
types is supported including BPSK, QPSK, OQPSK, 8PSK, 8-QAM, 16QAM and 16APSK.
Like the SLM-5650A, advanced FEC and modulation capabilities are also
integrated with DoubleTalk Carrier- in-Carrier. The DMD2050E supports
Information Throughput Adaptation (ITA). Also referred to as Adaptive
Coding and Modulation (ACM), ITA enables modems on each side of a
point-to-point link to use the modulation and coding combination that
maximizes throughput, and automatically adapts the optimum operating
point as conditions (such as weather) change.

Figure 6: DMD-2050E Modem
DMD1050T—Point-to-Point Modem. The DMD1050T is a card based
satellite modem (Figure 7) designed for integration possibilities with
manpack and portable earth station designs. It provides FDMA/
SCPC performance and quality for Micro VSAT designs and offers high
performance LDPC FECs for best bits/Hz and for small terminal capabilities.

The best jitter and latency performance of the DMD-2050E is found with
this modem, which allows it to truly support HD Video ISR applications,
higher data rate capacity, and gives better link margin and better ASI PSD
margin, important for small antennas.
The DMD1050T based Micro VSAT enables direct landing via DMD2050E
to any upgraded WIN-T Teleport. This is a minimum impact on the WIN-T
Teleport structure, no additional or new Teleport equipment is needed!
This also means there is a minimum impact on WIN-T Teleport personnel;
minimal new training is required.
This is the Micro VSAT modem that provides a cost-effective extension to
the WIN-T FDMA/SCPC footprint beyond the Battalion level, and is the
high quality, high bandwidth alternative for Army Special Operations.

Spread Spectrum
Providing high-speed connectivity to mobile platforms such as aircrafts
or UAVs is a challenge for COTM, especially when equipped with small
lightweight antennas with low gain characteristics. Yet these small antennas
require a high power for transmission over the satellite that can cause some
Adjacent Satellite Interferences (ASI) if these adjacent satellites use the
same frequency and polarization.
The challenge here is to avoid causing or being impacted by Adjacent
Satellite Interference (ASI). This is achieved with the spread spectrum
technology that spread the transmit signal over a wide frequency band,
much wider in fact than the minimum bandwidth required to transmit the
information being sent.
Spread spectrum results in operation with ultra-low power spectral densities.
This enables use of small antenna apertures when adjacent satellite
interference (ASI) is an important consideration. It can also be utilized to
provide low probability of detection / intercept (LPD/LPI) operation and/
or strong resistance to jamming. This technology is implemented in all our
products supporting the Government market. Table 1 on the next page
provides a feature summary of the different products and where each of
these products fits.

Focus On QoE & System Interoperability
There are a multitude of vendors claiming the best optimization available
but we believe that for a successful business model, service providers in the
Government must place a focus on Quality of Experience (QoE).
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Table 1: Product Matrix for Government.
Figure 8 below summarizes the key attributes needed in order to deliver the
best QoE to end-users. Let’s delve into what that means for you.

Robust Intelligence
As troop deployment changes, the mission- critical communication network
must also move with them. The ability to acquire, apply knowledge and
gather network information and to dynamically manage bandwidth
operations are key issues faced by service providers in this market.

Comtech EF Data’s solution is our NetVue™ Integrated Management
System with dynamic bandwidth management.
Figure 8.
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NetVue leverages a single intuitive graphical user interface teamed with
a powerful traffic analytics engine that acts as a user-friendly front-end
to monitor and control network equipment and allows simplified design,
implementation, monitor, control and network optimization for an elevated
QoE. It is a comprehensive network management system that allows users
to intelligently maximize resources, ensures network uptime and makes
it easy for non-technical personnel to quickly set up and manage new
remote sites.
NetVue is coupled with a dynamic bandwidth manager to provide scalable,
dynamic satellite capacity management that facilitates bandwidth-sharing,
automates space segment allocation and manages “pools” of available
bandwidth. This feature provides the architecture to dynamically manage
bandwidth operations without requiring dedicated bandwidth especially as
troops and mobile remotes are constantly moving and bandwidth needs
change. Users can remotely modify bandwidth allocations as requirements
change automatically by the type of traffic or the traffic load, or manually,
without requiring costly upgrades or site visits.

These are concerns that we are addressing with the implementation of
bi-directional Adaptive, Coding and Modulation (ACM) with Heights, our
newest networking platform.
Bi-directional ACM embedded in Heights provides a unique and important
feature to provide high availability and reliability. With the ability to
maximize throughput under all conditions—rain fade, inclined orbit satellite
operation, interference and other impairments—bi-directional ACM allows
for automatic change in modulation and coding (MODCOD) in response to
link conditions in both directions.
Each remote can achieve maximum throughput thereby maximizing network
efficiency and availability. An average throughput gain of 100 percent
(or more) can be realized, when compared to using traditional rain fade
margins. Integrated in Heights with advanced QoS and other optimization
technologies, bi-directional ACM maximizes network efficiency and
availability to maintain desired service levels.

Efficiency, Flexibility & Scalability
Using NetVue for network provisioning, monitoring and control reduces
NOC personnel workloads and data duplication through operations
optimization and automation. It also reduces CAPEX and Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO) through increased efficiency of network usage and
improves QoE through error minimization, proactive troubleshooting and
trouble ticket prioritization.

Security

With tight budget constraints ground equipment manufacturers must
constantly strive to maximize efficiency, to improve bandwidth utilization
and user throughput to stay ahead. Another challenge is to support
multiple network configurations and frequency bands and have the ability
to dynamically reallocate bandwidth where needed. This calls for the use
of advances in modulation, coding gain, fade adaptation and intelligent
data processing to provide increased capacity, improved reliability and
substantial savings in bandwidth while maintaining contracted SLAs.

Military-grade security is a necessity and the top priority for the Government
(civil and military) market. It is important to have ground equipment that
is secure enough to mask the content, location, type and amount of
information sent via satellite and hide satellite communications patterns.

The Heights platform provides the most attractive economics for mission
critical services via multi-layer optimization to provide highest spectral
efficiency (user IP bits / Hz) in its class.

The way we are tackling this issue is with the implementation of
Transmission Security (TRANSEC) for military applications. Our equipment
is compliant with strict requirements defined in MIL-STANDARD 188-165A,
STANAG4486 and is FIPS (Federal Information Processing Standard) 140-2
level 2 compliant.
Our satellite modems include a single FIPS card that will perform bulk
encryption of all packets for transmission over the satellite regardless of the
protocol, the format of data, or existing encryption on the incoming data.
The TRANSEC module uses 256-bit AES for bulk encryption of any data and
control information requiring encryption and provides the highest level of
security for a satellite network.
Building a TRANSEC-compliant IP-based network prevents transmission
activity from being used for intelligence gathering. Implementing FIPS
140-2 negates the risk of detection of repetitive data streams. Providing
public-key cryptography for authentication ensures that remotes and hubs
are authorized and validated in the network.

Implemented in the outbound, the Efficiency Boost (EB) waveform provides
a 10 to 35 percent increase in efficiency over the DVB-S2 standard,
controlling operating costs while providing up to 450 Mbps outbound user
IP throughput. This is accomplished by virtually doubling the number of
available MODCODs from previous Comtech products, introducing three
optimized roll off factors (5 percent, 10 percent and 15 percent) in addition
to 20, 25 and 35 percent and minimizing implementation loss to near
theoretical operation.
Comtech EF Data’s next generation VersaFEC-2 high-performance LDPC Forward
Error Correction (FEC) for the inbound is specifically designed to optimize
application and RF performance and to allow our customers to control costs
while providing the ever-increasing service levels that your end users demand.

Availability & Reliability

VersaFEC-2 provides two operational modes, long-block (High Rate) and
short-block. VersaFEC-2 short block, suitable for applications requiring
minimal latency and jitter was designed for low to medium throughput. It
is one of the two operational modes and provides 36 MODCODs (BPSK
to 32-ARY) with better performance than the industry- proven VersaFEC at
similar or better data latencies.

The Government market demands efficient and reliable connectivity
available on a 24/7 basis, even during the most adverse weather conditions.
Given the remote and harsh environments where war fighters are deployed,
it is key for any satellite communications solution to support the availability
and required throughput.

VersaFEC-2 High Rate, designed for higher throughput provides 38
MODCODs (BPSK to 32-ARY) with coding gain and spectral efficiencies
better than DVB-S2 and on par with DVB-S2x at approximately 1/8 the data
latency of these two standards.
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Our dynamic bandwidth management capability (dSCPC) enables dynamic
allocation and sharing of bandwidth and power among users. Bandwidth
requests can be based on:
•
•

Load switching based upon traffic level, providing additional
bandwidth to remotes under heavy load conditions
Type of Service (ToS) switching based upon pre-defined ToS /
DSCP values, providing dedicated bandwidth for applications
such as video and voice that require it.

Like competitors’ TDM/TDMA systems in our TDM/dSCPC networks, the
outbound traffic from all remotes shares a common carrier, enabling the
advantages of dynamic bandwidth allocation and associated statistical
multiplexing. The difference between both systems is on the inbound link.
With our system, in the dSCPC inbound link, each terminal is assigned
a dedicated SCPC carrier. Dynamic allocation of capacity is achieved by
varying modulation, FEC type and/or channel bandwidth of return carriers
assigned to individual terminals in response to traffic demands.
How can service providers support multiple business models in a costeffective manner and create service differentiation? Our solution resides in
our Heights networking platform. Heights is a robust carrier class solution that
supports multiple business models simultaneously, from full hub ownership,
to collocation at a third party teleport facility to Virtual Network Operator
(VNO) operations. The Heights platform comes with two hub configurations:
Heights Solo—Designed to support a single private network
with one shared outbound and shared bandwidth pool for
inbound connections.
Heights VNO—Designed to support the hosting of
multiple VNO networks simultaneously, it provides multiple
outbound carriers along with multiple bandwidth pools for
inbound connections. The VNO capability is implemented
with Heights to support multiple service providers over the
same platform and create virtual customer networks based
on secured access policies defined by the Host Network
Operator (HNO). Three VNO models are supported.
Model 1
—Each VNO has separate hardware and a separate 		
outbound/inbound bandwidth pool
—VNOs only share the NetVue NMS with bandwidth 		
manager and the rack
—This model can meet the needs of a customer who 		
wants to operate his own dedicated network in 		
the service providers teleport using the service 		
providers RF and antenna(s)
Model 2
—The VNOs share the outbound bandwidth but have
a separate inbound bandwidth pool
—In addition to sharing the NetVue NMS with 		
bandwidth manager and the rack, the VNOs also 		
share the hub modulator, traffic optimizer and hub 		
multi-channel receiver
—The outbound bandwidth is shared among VNOs 		
using multi-tier QoS bandwidth management
—Customers of a VNO share their VNO’s dedicated 		
inbound bandwidth pool
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Model 3
—The VNOs share outbound and inbound
bandwidth pools
—All the hub equipment is shared
—The outbound bandwidth is shared among VNOs 		
using multi-tier QoS bandwidth management
—The Inbound bandwidth pools are shared
among VNOs
The scalability and flexibility of Heights removes the traditional barriers
to entry in the satellite market and it is needed in this market with tight
operating budgets. This allows service providers to tie their costs to
revenues via a gradual network expansion and to quickly adapt to changing
business requirements.

Higher Throughput & Packet Performance
For Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) applications, as an
example the streaming of secure high-resolution imagery and the collection
of monitoring data from Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are bandwidthintensive applications that require the satellite ground equipment to have
the headroom to support the needed throughput.
Our remote equipment meets the unique, vertical-specific needs of end
users in this market. Each remote in the network is assigned bandwidth
on-demand from a shared bandwidth pool by the dynamic bandwidth
management engine (dSCPC) and leverages its own optimal modulation
and coding method.
The dynamic bandwidth allocation is ideal for these bulk file transfers since
bandwidth is dynamically assigned where needed. Our Remote Gateway’s
processors are capable of supporting high packets per second (pps), from
35,000 pps up to 140,000 pps with all multi-layer optimization features
enabled, thus overcoming the packet processing limitation found in other
competitive products on the market.
These performance levels enable the Heights Remote Gateway suite to
support the most demanding of traffic mixes in a single unit. We leverage an
extensive combination of modulation and coding for maximum efficiencies
to provide the ability to transmit the high throughput needed.

Traffic Shaping
To ensure troops have access to the mission-critical information when
needed, it is important to segregate bandwidth by real-time applications
such as tactical updates for example versus non real-time applications across
shared satellite bandwidth or prioritize critical monitoring functions to take
precedence over non critical applications. Our multi-level QoS feature sets
Comtech EF Data apart and leverages a powerful classification and traffic
shaping engine that ensures the highest “value” traffic is prioritized, the
most important services are uninterrupted and crucial applications continue
to function properly.
With Government applications, particularly for military purpose, most of
the traffic is encrypted before being sent over the satellite but for nonencrypted traffic a key feature for traffic shaping is compression. Our header
compression technique looks inside the IP headers and examines the data
flow to determine what we can remove as unimportant data before we send
that information over the satellite, and then intelligently reinsert that data
on the receiving end.
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In addition, there is a lot of redundancy in data streams, some of which
can be removed before transmission over the satellite. If a stream of data
has been transmitted in the past, a much smaller representative set of
data is sent along with a lookup location of past bit streams. By removing
this unnecessary data, users can realize additional savings, increasing
net efficiency even further. With lossless compression, Comtech EF Data
ensures the complete accuracy of each bit on the remote end of the link, a
key consideration for your end user’s mission critical applications. This type
of accuracy requires significant horsepower on board the platform to be
able to process this data at tens or hundreds of Mbps, which is what our
Remote Gateways provide.
The result of leveraging these intelligent compression techniques is the
conversion of a given number of “router bits” (those packets delivered
to our units) into the least “satellite bits” (those transmitted through the
spacecraft). Our equipment does all of this while providing the proper
application-based and protocol- dependent Quality of Service (QoS)
throughout the network.

Roaming & Beam Switching
Global connectivity and seamless coverage are main concerns for end users
in the Government market. Furthermore with the use of small antennas onboard these moving platforms, it is important to mitigate Adjacent Satellite
Interference issues and High Doppler Shifts. Moving vehicles or aircraft
must provide effective communications even while on the move. Troops
must stay connected and have access to critical intelligence while behind
enemy lines. Providing connectivity for UAVs requires a seamless operation
of several beams, different satellite footprints, multiple hubs and teleports.
The way we are addressing these concerns is with our Global IP roaming
implementation and the implementation of spread spectrum as previously discussed.
How do we implement Global IP roaming and minimize automatic switching
beam times? The Heights networking platform uses a mobility controller
embedded in the Remote Gateway on board mobile platforms. This
onboard mobility controller interfaces to the Antenna Control Unit (ACU)
and maintains satellite footprint maps, initiates beam switching and handoff
as the Remote Gateway moves through satellite footprints. It offers a
common management interface for the mobility server and the ACU by
providing a set of commands, information, interfaces and status queries.
In networks with a competitor’s platform the mobile location information
is stored at the hub. Issues with hub based information arise during times
when communications may be lost between the hub and the remote.
In these cases no location or switching information is received from the
hub and the remote may disengage from the network. With our Global IP
roaming implementation, the remote does not need to be connected to
the hub to handover from one satellite to another. Because the intelligence
is on-board the mobile platforms, the handover decisions and parameters
are intelligently performed on-board, thus minimizing automatic beam
switching times and guaranteeing that connectivity is dynamically
maintained on the move.

Capitalizing On High Throughput Satellites (HTS)
The Wideband Global SATCOM (WGS) constellation began in 2007 (with
WGS-1) and even though there are six WGS satellites in orbit today, the
Military still needs to use commercial satellites to augment its satellite
capacity in order to address increasing bandwidth needs. As such, High

Throughput Satellites with the combination of spectrum efficiency and
performance of overlapping spot-beam with ultra-wideband transponders
are an attractive option to the Government as a whole. HTS will enable
increased data usage without having to launch more satellites. The potential
of HTS to reduce costs, especially during these budget constraints times
will be very attractive, particularly for airborne Communications-on-theMove (COTM) and Beyond-Line-of-Sight communications (BLOS) systems.
Service providers must capitalize on this opportunity to address this
increasing need for more capacity. For service providers, this means having
a service delivery infrastructure to meet user experience expectations and
to monetize differentiated service offerings.
Our Heights platform provides a scalable, powerful and future-ready
satellite networking platform. It is scalable to support multiple business
models, any satellite architecture and frequency band for a low cost of
service entry. It is HTS-ready with the multiple outbound transmit capability
to transmit multiple contiguous outbound carriers, one to each spot beam
and to share demod banks across spot beams. It is a powerful platform
with extensive MODCOD combinations allowing for maximum satellite link
efficiencies embedded in the Remote Gateways with the processing power
to deliver higher throughput to any given location with the same antenna
and BUC sizes than with existing traditional satellites.

In Conclusion
Is your satellite networking infrastructure ready to meet tomorrow’s market
demands? To achieve your business growth goals, you need a powerful,
dynamic networking platform that outperforms the rest and guarantees
optimal levels of service beyond a one- or two-year business case.
Comtech EF Data’s extensive range of satellite networking platforms,
satellite modems, RF products and dynamic bandwidth management tools
will provide you with the solution to address the Government market. Our
newest networking platform, Heights is future-proof, reliable, flexible,
scalable and HTS-ready with minimal site intervention, a key feature given
the remote regions and environments where the military operate.
The platform meets the tight security requirements for this market and
provides a higher QoE per user, at a lower cost per delivered bit, letting
you increase your market penetration, expand your addressable markets,
operate with better margins and minimize end-customer churn. Heights is
a fully managed platform focused on the intelligence to enable dynamic
allocation of bandwidth when and where it is needed, on efficiency and
horsepower to maximize the Quality of Experience (QoE), all while
minimizing the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO), and meeting stringent SLAs
and tight security requirements.
comtechefdata.com
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GovSat InSights:
The Evolution Of Military SATCOM Acquisition

I

By Ryan Schradin, Executive Editor, GovSat Report (Sponsor: SES Government Solutions)

recently had the opportunity to attend a breakfast event hosted
by C4ISR and sponsored by SES Government Solutions entitled,
“Assured Communications 2016.”

The morning conference brought together senior military decisionmakers—such as Winston Beauchamp, the Deputy Undersecretary of the
Air Force for Space, Dr. Jeremy Palmer, the Project Manager for DARPA’s
Tactical Technology Office, and Eron J. Miller, the Chief of DISA’s SATCOM
Division and Peter F. Hoene, President and CEO of SES Government
Solutions—together with industry experts to discuss challenges confronting
our military in space. The forum provided everyone another opportunity to
discuss ways that our military and private industry can work together to
overcome those challenges.
The event kicked off with a keynote address by Mr. Beauchamp who began
his remarks by detailing the increasingly contested environment that the
US faces in space, as well as the sheer importance and pervasiveness that
space capabilities have in our war fighting and military operations.

functionality on larger and larger systems. If we’re going to have to launch
it anywhere, might as well put more capabilities on it.”
That approach worked for the uncontested space environment of the past.
After all, what was possibly going to happen to these large, high capacity
satellites? Threats were relatively easy to define.
However, today’s contested space environment presents a different
challenge and requires a much different approach. As a result, the
Department of Defense (DoD) is actively assessing how they should address
future satellite architecture needs.
As Mr. Beauchamp stated, “We have operated for many years under
the premise that space was a free good for all and that access to space
is an important priority. As others develop the means to deny US space
capabilities, we have to start thinking differently about how we design and
develop these systems and cooperate with industry to exist and survive the
potential contested environment.”

According
to
Mr.
Beauchamp, “Not a
plane flies, not a ship sails,
not a vehicle moves out
without space—whether
it’s for communications
or if it’s for position and
navigation, or with the
fore-knowledge brought
to us by ISR from air and
space. It’s key to every part of military operations.”

How do we think differently in these areas? First, we shift the focus away
from aggregating all military space communications and capabilities onto
as few satellites as possible for the sake of efficiency and, instead, focus on
resiliency. This means proliferation of satellite capabilities over many more
satellites that are harder to identify and target.

Unfortunately, our adversaries have noticed our reliance on space—
and have acted accordingly. Countries have put a lot of effort and
resources towards replicating US space technologies and capabilities
for themselves. Scarier yet, those same countries are actively working to
deny our military advantage by negatively impacting our spacecraft and
satellite communications.

Leveraging commercially hosted payloads and the wide array of global SATCOM
capacity, the military can effectively distribute their satellite capabilities over
a wider number of satellites instead of concentrating these capabilities onto
a few satellites, thus complicating a potential adversaries targeting calculus.

Mr. Beauchamp illustrated this shift in space when he said, “The decisive
advantage that space brings to military operations has been the deciding
factor in every military operation conducted to protect our interests
around the world—or protect our allies when they’re in need. There are
those around the world that have realized how we use space in our military
operations and have taken steps to develop capabilities that would both
replicate the significant advantages that space brings to the US and its
allies, as well as potentially deny those advantages to us as well.”
This increasingly contested environment is new to our nation’s military and
requires a new approach to the way the federal government has traditionally
approached satellites and space. According to Mr. Beauchamp, “We’ve
largely designed and built our systems for efficiency…in an environment
where technology is expensive and launch costs tend to dominate. The
result is…over the past few decades we’ve aggregated more and more
34

When discussing the potential for kinetic and jamming incidents, Mr.
Beauchamp said, “…in that environment, I’d like to be able to proliferate
capability and spread out my requirements over multiple nodes. I’d
rather be a five percent owner in 100 satellites than a 100 percent owner
of five satellites.”

Another solution that the SATCOM industry brings to the contested
environment is a new satellite technology that many satellite providers
are either in the process of launching, or will soon be launching—High
Throughput Satellites (HTS). These next-generation satellites either eschew
wide beams entirely for smaller, spot beam, or offer a combination of both
types of beams.
The smaller spot beams, along with digital technologies, provides bakedin, anti-jamming capabilities that can help ensure communications even in
the face of sophisticated jamming attempts. These spot beams are smaller,
making it more difficult to jam from inside the beam.
Multiple beams can also be steered to create an area of connectivity
around a malicious actor who is working to jam communications. These
abilities, coupled with the increased throughput, make HTS another viable
commercial option that could increase the security and resiliency of the
DoD’s space efforts.
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Mr. Beauchamp elaborated on the potential for jamming and how HTS can
help when he said, “In DoD, interference is called jamming, and adversaries
have become very good at it. We’ve seen a couple of events just recently
where folks that had previously kept those jamming capabilities under
wraps have unveiled them to make a point. And it’s widely understood that
many potential conflicts in the future…[that] the United States and its allies
will face a contested jamming environment. So, we want to make use of the
commercial capabilities to use small beams, digitally form those beams and
potentially use multiple beams to null out sources of jamming.”

Fortunately, these inefficiencies haven’t gone unnoticed by DoD leadership,
including DISA’s Mr. Miller as well as supporting Congressional oversight
committees that acquire and provide oversight of SATCOM services for the
military. A new path forward must be identified.

It’s quite clear that space is no longer a benign environment. It’s also clear
that Mr. Beauchamp is actively looking to leverage the commercial industry
in a way that harmonizes the best available commercial and military satellite
technologies for our warfighters.

As Mr. Miller said, “…what we’re trying to accomplish with the Pathfinders
is to better understand our requirements, ensure efficient utilization of
what we’re buying, investigate alternative means to acquire, and lastly,
investigate alternative management strategies.”

During the panel discussion, Mr. Miller and Dr. Palmer laid out their
organization’s current work and mission as such pertains to space and also
spoke to some of the exciting ways in which the military is evolving and
changing its acquisition process.

Although they may seem like an unnecessary step—especially with an
analysis of alternatives (AoA) rapidly approaching in the near future—these
Pathfinder programs are essential at a time of significant change in the
industry. The industry is increasingly moving toward managed services as
a way to deliver SATCOM to customers, and new technologies—including
HTS—are being adopted that are drastically changing the way SATCOM
is delivered. This change is forcing the military to reconsider how it was
traditionally doing business.

DISA, in concert with DoD, is exploring what those paths forward might
be through the use of SATCOM Pathfinder programs, which are effectively
allowing the military to pilot innovative acquisition and management
strategies for COMSATCOM services.

As the SATCOM Pathfinders and the AoA continues, the satellite industry
has one request—a seat at the table.

Traditionally, the DoD has leased—primarily via DISA—transponder bandwidth
from large SATCOM providers as the way to meet its satellite communication
needs in theater. Importantly, DoD continues to lease significant amounts of
bandwidth to help support military operations around the world.
According to Mr. Miller, “Historically, we’ve leased between seven to ten
gigahertz worth of bandwidth per year to support the [Department of
Defense]. We had steady growth from 2001 to the high water mark of 2011.
And we’ve had a slight tail-off but it’s been holding steady between six and
six and a half gigahertz of capacity per year.”
This year-to-year leasing of capacity is not the most effective or efficient way
to purchase SATCOM services. As has been discussed in previous articles,
leasing this way comes at a premium, as the SATCOM operators effectively
have to reserve that bandwidth for government use, whether it’s utilized
or not. This model is short-sighted and doesn’t allow the military to realize
efficiencies of scale that would come with longer term leases.

According to Pete Hoene of SES GS, “I would like to see
more industry-government interaction, quite simply.
I’d like Eron’s team to interact more with the owneroperators. I’d like Jeremy’s team to interact more
with the owners-operators and even manufacturers
for that matter…It’s absolutely critical, as we move
forward, to look to commercial interaction to drive
the technology improvements and innovation.”
As the military looks to different ways to purchase and manage their
SATCOM resources, Mr. Hoene challenged the government to bring its
problems to the satellite industry so that they could find innovative answers:
“We would like to see some bold initiatives. So, say you need an advanced
package in Southeast Asia, or over the southwest Pacific. We would step up
to the plate and do that in a heartbeat. We can do some experimentation
and prototyping and then get these capabilities out to the field.”
This article is republished, courtesy of GovSat Report (ses-gs.
com/govsat), and Executive Editor Ryan Schradin. He is
a communications expert and journalist with more than a
decade of experience and has edited and contributed to
multiple, popular, online trade publications that are focused
on government technology, satellite, unified communications
and network infrastructure. His work includes editing and
writing for the GovSat Report, The Modern Network,
Public Sector View, and Cloud Sprawl.
His work for the GovSat Report includes editing
content, establishing editorial direction, contributing
articles about satellite news and trends, and
conducting written and podcast interviews. Ryan also contributes to the
publication’s industry event and conference coverage, providing in-depth
reporting from leading satellite shows.
The GovSat Report is sponsored by SES Government Solutions
(ses-gs.com/govsat).
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Single Satellite Geolocation Systems...
What's Currently Technically feasible...
By Erwin Greilinger, Sales + Product Line Manager, Siemens Convergence Creators

S

atellite interference mitigation techniques for satellite
operators that support them in ensuring high service levels of
quality for their customers is absolutely crucial to their success.

A number of articles have already been written describing the thread of
interference for the whole industry, especially when discussing intentional
interference as we can see that occurring more frequently now in the
MENA area.
I have already described available satellite interference mitigation solutions
in the February issue of SatMagazine—see http://www.satmagazine.com/
story.php?number=2053626099.
This article focuses on available techniques for a geolocation system
working with a single satellite. The main drawback of the most frequently
used geolocation technique is the necessity of having at least two satellites
close enough to each other to ensure useful crosstalk energy on the
adjacent satellite for the interference calculations.
Even though several hundred GSO satellites (and only this type of satellite
is currently used by geolocation systems) are in operation from the main
satellite operators, some of them are still “isolated,” meaning that the next
adjacent satellite has more than 10 degrees of separation. In this case, the
crosstalk is quite likely too small to be measurable.
Should an adjacent satellite be available, that does not necessarily mean
that the satellite can be used for geolocation. One of the main parameters
which need to be known by geolocation systems is the exact position and
velocity of the satellite (for both the main and the adjacent satellite).
These parameters are called satellite ephemeris data, which have a
significant impact on the accuracy of geolocation systems. In case the
adjacent satellite is from a different satellite operator, such ephemeris
data are often not known, or only with minimal accuracy—that makes
geolocation useless.
With the help of tracking systems, the ephemeris data could be calculated
from satellites, even though no such data are available. However, one
of the preconditions of successful tracking is the availability of enough
reference stations.
A reference station is a known uplink station in terms of its localization
(Latitude. Longitude), which transmits a known (reference) signal to the
satellite to be tracked. There have to be at least five to six reference stations
in order to calculate the ephemeris data with sufficient accuracy. That
may sound easy but means, in reality, a real challenge and is often quite
impossible to achieve. The reason is that the operators often do not know
from which station which signal is being transmitted.

Should you be lucky enough to have an adjacent
satellite available close enough to the affected
satellite, and you also know the precise ephemeris
data, the next hurdle is that the crosstalk
on the adjacent satellite needs to be in
the same frequency area and polarization
as the interference signal on the main (affected) satellite.
Taking all of this into account, well, you can imagine that there are a lot
of scenarios where geolocation is impossible with the current available
tools and algorithms. Therefore, it would be a big advantage to have a
geolocation system available and working as intended by just receiving the
interference signal via a single satellite.

Using A Single Satellite & Inverse Doppler Shift
Section 5.1.2.8 of the 2011 ITU Handbook of spectrum monitoring describes
a possible method for geolocation of an unauthorized transmitter on Earth
through the use of a single satellite. The drawback of this approach is the
sensitivity to frequency variations caused by the uplink station HW itself
(e.g., frequency sources and PLL equipment being affected by temperature
variations, and so on) which easily can reach—or even exceed—the
influence of the Doppler shift.
In fact, geolocation systems on the market that use this method have shown
reachable accuracy is beyond 100 km and, therefore, not really useful to
identify the uplink station of an unauthorized transmitter. They may work
with acceptable accuracy when the interference signal is received via an
inclined orbit satellite, which shows greater movements compared to
regular satellites, resulting in a bigger Doppler shift.

Using A Single Satellite & Correlation Against
Known Transmitters
This particular technique was developed by Siemens and is already realized
in the product SIECAMS ILS ONE—see also patent WO2015062810
“METHOD FOR IDENTIFYING INTERFERING TRANSMITTERS FROM A
PLURALITY OF KNOWN SATELLITE TRANSMITTERS.”
The technique relies on the power of a satellite signal, transmitted from
a certain uplink station on Earth to the satellite and down to a receiving
station. The power varies with time due to a number of factors that include
movement of the satellite, atmospheric and weather conditions (on the
uplink and downlink side) and changes in power amplifier gain and antenna
alignment at the uplink station as shown in the Figure 1 on the next page.
The assumption is that signals transmitted from the same uplink station, or
the same geographical area, reveal the same power variations in the same
time frame, whereas signals transmitted from different geographical areas
will show different power variations in the same time frame.
The following example in Figure 2 on the next page shows the power
variations of two signals (red and blue) transmitted form the same uplink
station over a period of four days. A 24 hour variation coming from the
satellite's movement can be clearly identified.
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Figure 3 shows an example
of power variations caused
by weather effects (large
spikes). In both cases, the
power variations are more or
less identical as both signals
are transmitted from the
same uplink antenna.

Figure 1.

In order to locate the transmit
station of an interfering
signal, the similarities of
the interfering signal with
other known signals must
be calculated. This is usually
done in the frequency domain
by correlating the signals or
parts of them—therefore, the
correlation algorithm is most
crucial to Geo-localize the
interferer in terms of accuracy,
efficiency and success.

24h power variation caused by satellite movement

This concept is applicable in case a number of different signals are
transmitted from the same uplink station or in the same geographical area as
the interference signal. All signals (including the interferer) are permanently
monitored by the SIECAMS carrier monitoring system (CMS).
Any change of the interfering signal in power, frequency or bandwidth (e.g.,
forced by weather influences) must have an attempt at correlation with the
measurements of other investigated signals. In case of a positive correlation
caused by such elements as weather influence, HW dependencies, and so
on, the assumption is that the uplink location of the interference signal is
identical, or close, to the uplink location of the known carrier.
The challenge in this method lies in the correlation approach as the
measurements are typically not performed at exactly the same time,
depending on the monitoring strategy (e.g., round robin). This influence
is supposed to significantly affect the correlation result requiring relevant
measures (time delta depending weighting, plausibility checks, ambiguity
mitigation, etc.) to be investigated.

Figure 2.

Power variations caused by weather effects.

Furthermore, the method could be enhanced in terms of taking into
account additional information, such as HW related information belonging
to the known transmit stations, third party weather information, etc.
Weather information could be used for additional ambiguity mitigation
in terms of identifying/eliminating cases which are in conflict with certain
weather situations.
Figure 4 on the following page is a screenshot of the latest version of
SIECAMS ILS ONE which shows a screenshot of the map displaying the
results of a successful localization. Depending on the similarity of a known
signal (known position of the transmit station) with the interference signal,
the system draws circles with different diameters to indicate the likely
position of the uplink station of the interference signal.

Figure 3.
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Figure 4.

Red circles are indicative of areas where the interference signal does not
originate (excluding areas), whereas green circles are more promising
areas for the uplink station of the interference signal. The more that known
carriers can be measured, additional circles are drawn and a more accurate
result will be obtained.
The above described method is already in operational use—please see
press release http://www.convergence-creators.siemens.com/eutelsatsiecams-ils-one-satellite-geolocation.html. This system could successfully
localize some of the interference cases which can not be resolved by the
traditional two satellite geolocation system.
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Compared to the traditional geolocation technique using two adjacent
satellites, this method does not need any ephemeris data of the satellite,
nor any reference carrier with a known uplink position. Especially for
Ka-band satellites or military satellites working in X-band, this solution
might be the only possibility to perform a geolocation measurement and
get rid of any kind of interference.
convergence-creators.siemens.com
Erwin is Sales and Product Line Manager for the Siemens CVC (Siemens
Convergence Creators GmbH) Satellite Communication and Monitoring
Solutions. Thus he is responsible for the definition of products for monitoring
and troubleshooting the quality of satellite communication systems, product
marketing, technical and commercial sales activities.
Prior to joining the Siemens Space Business, Erwin was section head for
Broadband Management Systems and Fast Internet Solutions. This business
sector handled projects in the area of Cross Domain Management Systems
especially for Broadband IP and ATM networks. He holds a degree in Electrical
Engineering from the Federal Secondary College of Engineering in
Vienna, Austria.
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A Keysight TechnolOgies Focus:
Conquering Wideband RF Measurements
by Brad Frieden, Product Planner / Product Marketing Engineer , Oscilloscopes & Protocol Division, Keysight Technologies

A

s radar systems require higher target tracking resolution,
and communications systems require higher data throughput,
modulation schemes on related signals are becoming wider in
order to achieve these goals.

Some systems have crossed beyond 1 GHz and even 2 GHz-wide modulation
formats. For such applications, another approach besides the traditional
spectrum or signal analyzer is required to make wideband measurements
that can handle such signals. This article explores how high bandwidth
real-time oscilloscopes can be used to make high quality, insight-providing
wideband RF measurements.
In this article, the basics of wideband time domain capture of RF/uW/mmW
is considered, including main oscilloscope-based measurement options,
as well as basic RF measurement performance possible including noise
density, SFDR, and magnitude/phase linearity. These are important to
enable efficient debug and validation of RF/uW/mmW targets.

Wideband Options For Oscilloscope-Based
Measurement Systems
High bandwidth oscilloscopes can be used for wideband RF measurements
in a number of ways, including standalone or in conjunction with various
down converters. One way to consider options for wideband measurements
is to plot approaches on a chart with a vertical axis representing analysis
bandwidth of a measurement solution and a horizontal axis representing
the carrier frequency that can be measured. Such a graphic is shown in
Figure 1.

In wideband aerospace/defense applications,
including EW, radar, and surveillance, carrier
frequencies of signals of interest often are
higher than 8 GHz, prompting the use of
high-performance oscilloscopes. There
are oscilloscope families available with
bandwidths up to 33 GHz and 63 GHz.
Such oscilloscopes do carry with them a significant price tag, but they offer
impressive performance in areas like frequency response flatness and low
noise. An alternative is to place a down converter in front of a mid-range
oscilloscope. This results in lower-priced solutions that still can handle high
carrier frequency signals with wideband modulation, but with some tradeoff
in amplitude and phase linearity.
A first down converter option is to place a standard signal analyzer in front
of a mid-range scope and use the IF down conversion path in the signal
analyzer to perform the down conversion. Calibration is typically needed
to flatten the overall system amplitude and phase response over frequency.
Such a solution can address a wide range of carrier frequencies, typically up
to around 50 GHz.
A second down converter option is to place a lower cost harmonic mixer
in front of a mid-range scope as the down converter. This results in a
“banded” solution, where very high carrier frequencies can be analyzed but
there is generally a “band” of carrier frequencies that a particular harmonic
mixer can handle. This makes this second option especially convenient for
applications like 5G, Wigig and automotive radar.

Typical RF Performance For High Bandwidth,
Real-Time Oscilloscopes
Before making FFT or wideband RF measurements with an oscilloscope or
oscilloscope combined with vector signal analysis software, it is helpful to
evaluate the RF characteristics of the oscilloscope because this can have a
major influence upon the result of such measurements.

Figure 1. Applicable tools as a function of signal carrier frequency and
spectral width
Notice that classic signal analyzers offer analysis bandwidths up to 1 GHz,
and they can handle carrier frequencies up to around 50 GHz. The limit in
analysis bandwidth has been 510 MHz for several years until just recently. As
an alternative, mid-range oscilloscopes offer bandwidths in the 8 GHz range,
allowing measurements on signals with carrier frequencies approaching 8
GHz, and with very wide modulation bandwidths, even approaching 8 GHz.
As long as the carrier plus modulation spectrum fits within the oscilloscope
bandwidth, then meaningful measurements can be made.
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Today, oscilloscopes are available which incorporate amplitude and
phase correction with the result of excellent absolute amplitude accuracy
and low deviation from linear phase across the oscilloscopes’ frequency
range, which in turn contributes to high quality RF measurements. These
oscilloscopes also offer excellent noise densities, in the vicinity of -160 dBm
per hertz, and high dynamic range and signal-to-noise ratios, considering
the wide bandwidth capability they offer. This enables a designer to be able
to look at very small amplitude wideband signals adjacent in time to large
signals, or to be able to boost scope sensitivity to measure isolated, small
amplitude signals.
The time base circuitry in these oscilloscopes also results in good, close-in
phase noise, which corresponds to low jitter in very deep memory traces.
RF characteristics of a high-performance 33 GHz bandwidth oscilloscope
are shown in Table 1 on the next page.
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Stable triggering on this pulse is
accomplished with trigger “holdoff”
set to a value slightly longer than
the 1 usec RF pulse width.
To make amplitude measurements,
the “Envelope” math function is
used and then pulse measurements
are dropped down onto the visible
RF pulse envelope. A “frequency”
measurement is dropped down
onto the RF pulse (not onto the
envelope), and a “Measurement
Trend” math function is defined
with the frequency measurement
as a source.
Next a smoothing math function
is performed on the measurement
trend with the resultant linear
ramp display of the linear FM chirp
modulation, also shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Typical RF performance in a high-bandwidth oscilloscope.

Wideband Pulsed RF Time Domain Measurements

The
oscilloscope
magnitude
linearity over the frequency span of
interest has a direct effect upon the
quality of the envelope measurement. A magnitude plot over frequency of
typical RF performance of the 33 GHz bandwidth scope is shown in Figure 3.

The first topic to consider is the time domain measurement and analysis
of wideband pulsed RF signals using high-bandwidth oscilloscopes
standalone. The choice of which scope to use depends on the maximum
frequency content of the carrier plus modulation. Consider an example
where a signal under test is supposed to have 1 usec wide pulses, with a
pulse repetition interval of 100 usec. It also has an RF carrier frequency of
15 GHz, and linear FM chirping that is 2 GHz wide.
A view of a variety of measurements on a single RF pulse, including
envelope parameters and the frequency chirp across the pulse can be seen
in Figure 2.

Figure 3. Typical magnitude linearity over frequency on four individual
33 GHz channels

Wideband Pulsed RF Gated FFT Measurement
Of Spectrum
Another important set of measurements includes wideband FFTs and
time gated FFTs. A wideband FFT can be created by defining an “FFT
Magnitude” math function with “Rectangular” windowing.
A time gated FFT is then possible through the use of the “Timing Gate”
math function. Once the time gating math function is defined, an FFT math
function can be defined that is calculated from the time record within the
time gate, as shown in Figure 4 on the next page.

Figure 2. Time domain measurements on 1 usec wide, 15 GHz carrier, 2 GHz
wide linear FM chirped RF pulse with a 33 GHz bandwidth oscilloscope.
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10log*(ScopeBW/Span) = 10log*(8E+09/500E+6) = 12 dB.
SNR is improved by 10log*(ScopeBW/Span)
Taking advantage of this processing gain, combined with the vector
signal analysis software’s ability to have a log magnitude scale, and using
averaging, the 50 dB down pulse is now visible as shown in Figure 5. It was
not visible in the oscilloscope display with the 8 GHz wide measurement.

Figure 4. View of normal and time-gated FFT and display with time
gate at the beginning of the RF pulse.

Wideband Pulsed RF Time & Frequency Domain
Measurements With A Scope Plus Vector
Analysis Software
RF and FFT measurements with high bandwidth oscilloscopes can be
further enhanced through importing oscilloscope-captured signals into
vector signal analysis software. Some advantages of using such analysis
software include:
•
•

•
•
•

Host of built in RF measurements
Ability to bandpass-filter oscilloscope input samples and
decimate prior to the FFT calculation to reduce noise and speed
the FFT calculation
Variety of digital and analog demodulation options like QAM16
and FM demodulation
Time domain baseband view of pulse with reduced noise through
processing gain
The frequency and phase shift across the pulse through
a demodulator

It is interesting to look more closely at the extension of measurement signalto-noise ratio through processing gain. VSA software has the capability to
bandpass filter the acquired oscilloscope data and resample the data at a
lower sample rate resulting in lower noise, higher dynamic range, and a
wider signal-to-noise ratio.
If the oscilloscope-captured data is imported to vector signal analysis
software, it can be digitally down-converted into I and Q baseband data,
bandpass filtered, and then resampled. This process can greatly decrease
the amount of noise in the measurement. Essentially, the process is “tuning”
to the center frequency of the signal, and “zooming” into the signal to
analyze the modulation. This is also referred to “processing gain.”
In this example, the original 8 GHz wide measurement with the associated
noise is reduced to a 500 MHz-wide measurement, centered on the 3.7 GHz
carrier with an instantaneous measurement bandwidth slightly wider than
the width of the signal modulation. This corresponds to an improvement in
signal-to-noise ratio of:
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Figure 5. 50 dB down pulse seen with vector signal analysis software
“Center Frequency” and “Span” set.
Use of oscilloscope segmented memory together with VSA pulse option
BHQ for long target time capture and statistical pulse analysis
When an oscilloscope is used to sample a wideband RF signal, it must sample
at a fast enough rate to accurately capture the carrier plus modulation. This
means that often a very fast sample rate is required, which also means in a
normal real-time sampling mode, the oscilloscope memory will not allow for
a very long capture period.
A method that can greatly increase the target activity time when there is a
low-duty cycle signal, such as a common pulsed RF radar signal, is to use an
oscilloscope feature called segmented memory. Here, the scope memory
is divided into smaller segments of fixed time width, chosen to be a little
wider than the widest RF pulse.
The scope triggers on an event, such as the beginning of the RF pulse, and
then places one RF pulse in a segment of memory. The scope then stops
capturing data, rearms the trigger, and waits for the next RF pulse to occur.
A second RF pulse is put into the second segment of memory. This process
continues until all the scope memory segments are used.
Modern pulse analysis software can allow the user to takes advantage
of the oscilloscope segmented memory, and then offers many built-in
measurements for pulsed RF signals. A capture of many RF pulses, through
the use of segmented memory in the oscilloscope, combined with pulse
parameter measurements built into the pulse analysis software, is shown
in Figure 6 on the next page, where a measured 1 GHz linear FM chirp
and related phase shift across pulses is compared to a best fit ideal linear
ramp and ideal parabola respectively. A close-up view is made of the delta
between measured and reference for frequency in trace S and for phase in
trace J.
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Math functions like envelope, measurement trend, and FFT have all proven
very helpful to understand target system operation and issues. Combining
an oscilloscope with vector signal analysis software creates a powerful RF
measurement suite to perform a wide range of measurements, including
demodulation, extended signal to noise ratio time domain views, and
statistical RF pulse analysis.
Although there is a tradeoff between dynamic range/SNR and
the instantaneous bandwidth available, many helpful wideband
measurements are possible to assist an engineer in evaluating a
prototype or production unit.
keysight.com

Figure 6. Pulse analysis software calculations based on measurements
taken on oscilloscope segmented memory.
An increasing number of designs have modulation bandwidths greater
than the 510 MHz of instantaneous measurement bandwidth which has
been available in signal analyzers and spectrum analyzers the last number
of years. Some designs are now even moving beyond the 1 GHz analysis
bandwidth that can be found in the signal analyzer market today. This is
driving designers to use digitizers and oscilloscopes which offer enough
bandwidth and sample rate to directly sample the carrier plus modulation,
or to place down-converters in front of oscilloscopes.

Brad Frieden is a Product Planner / Product Marketing Engineer for the
Oscilloscopes and Protocol Division of Keysight and has been focused on
general purpose logic analyzers and related applications, as well as
Aerospace/Defense related RF measurements using high-bandwidth, deep
memory oscilloscopes.
He has been with HP/Agilent for 30 years and has been involved in a variety
of marketing roles in areas that have included fiber optic test, pulse generators,
oscilloscopes, and logic analyzers. He received his BSEE from Texas Tech in
1981 and his MSEE from The University of Texas at Austin in 1991.
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Game Changing Technology:
Enabling Geolocation Of VSAT Terminals
By Petter Amundsen, Chief Executive Officer, VeriSat

A

lthough only affecting a minimum number of services,
satellite interference continues to be a problem for military,
government, agency and commercial satellite operators
across the globe.

When interference does occur, such has a huge impact for all concerned
and, naturally, satellite operators are working diligently to prevent and
mitigate this issue's destructive effects. VSAT terminals are notoriously the
biggest cause of interference as well as the most challenging to resolve
and has become a huge focus for satellite operators that are seeking new
methods to combat this unique challenge.
Geolocation is a powerful and useful tool in the interference toolbox and
is widely used for other types of interference, with great effect. Obtaining
knowledge of the approximate location of an interfering source is often
crucial as that data provides the key to resolving the problem.

However, for VSAT networks where many terminals
share the same frequency, geolocation has
not really been a feasible option unless
there was a minimum number of terminals.

Why Should We Geolocate?
As mentioned above, VSAT terminals are widely reported as the biggest
cause of interference and the most challenging and time-consuming to
solve. Increasing the arsenal of tools to combat interference has to be a
priority. If the source can be quickly located, that is a game changer for
satellite operators that are seeking to resolve instances of interference and
enables them to take the appropriate action to mitigate the interference.
However, geolocation of VSAT terminals can be useful for other purposes,
as well, rather than just offsetting an interference event...
•

Geolocating VSAT terminals allows the operator or regulatory
authorities to verify that the terminals are being used in the
licensed, geographical locations

A VeriSat
demo during
a recent IRG
interference
workshop.
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•

•

For lawful interception or other legal activities, such as
combating terrorism, this can be of interest to track the location
of specific terminals
For mobile VSAT terminals, this may be useful to verify the
location of the terminal

Of course, with VSAT terminals being mobile in nature, the location of
offending terminals could be changing constantly—being able to track
this positioning in an ongoing basis can ensure all of the above, as well as
solving interference problems with alacrity.

Why Has Geolocation Of VSAT Terminals
Been Difficult?
Geolocation is based on receiving the same signal through two adjacent
satellites and then measuring the Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) and
Frequency Difference of Arrival (FDOA). Together with accurate satellite
ephemeris data, and assuming the terminal is on the surface of the Earth,
the position of the unknown transmitter can be determined.
The accuracy with traditional geolocation depends directly on the
accuracy of the input data. This means that, in some cases, it can be
extremely accurate and effective, whereas in other cases, such as with
inaccurate satellite ephemeris data, it can be quite the opposite, with
errors exceeding 1000 km.

How Do We geolocate For VSAT?
With the introduction of VeriSat’s SatGuard technology, geolocation of
VSAT terminals is now possible for any VSAT network. SatGuard identifies
the interfering terminals by the terminal ID. With this information, the VSAT
network operator can perform the required actions to stop the interference.
An important spin-off of this technology is the geolocation of VSAT
terminals. The problems which traditionally occurred with VSAT geolocation
are solved—all bursts are identified with the terminal ID, allowing correlation
to occur for one terminal at a time. This provides excellent results for each
terminal as there are no longer multiple correlation peaks.
The VSAT geolocation module is based on software defined radio
technology and complements existing geolocation solutions. The
module decodes the operational satellite links and provides a terminal
ID to every burst.

Tried & Tested
VeriSat has worked with two leading geolocation solution providers who
have tested this technology, all with excellent results. They have verified
the VeriSat solution. This approach results in accuracy that is as similar as
for continuous carriers and can provide satellite operators and government
customers an effective tool for geolocating VSAT networks.
verisat.no/

Applying this technology for VSAT terminals results in multiple results
(correlation peaks) for Time Difference of Arrival (TDOA) and Frequency
Difference of Arrival (FDOA). For a reasonable number of terminals,
each peak reflects the position of one terminal. However, if the number
of terminals becomes too large, the peaks flow together, and the results
become u 25seless.
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